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Foreword
50 years is a great milestone for any institution. Our Agricultural 

Training Centre, which was previously known as ‘Gram Sevak Training 
Centre’ is in its Golden Jubilee  Year. On 20th January, 1967, this institute 
was blessed with holy step of Swami Vireswaranandaji Maharaj, the 
then President of Ramakrishna Math and Ramakrishna Mission. Swami 
Lokeswaranandaji, the then Secretary of the Ashrama, wanted to 
spread the agricultural and rural development work through the band 
of resourceful workers of the Gram Sevak Training Centre. The trained 
students, the Gramsevaks, with the inspiration of the Mission spread all 
over  West Bengal.  Along with satisfying the mandate of the Govt. , many 
of them formed different organisations for the purpose of agriculture and 
rural development. Those organisations in time, become centre for the 
voluntary workers in different places. Many of the organisations in rural 
Bengal of today are the result of those efforts. 

The transformation of the institute, itself spells its performance. From Gram Sevak Training Centre to 
Agricultural Training Centre and now it is with the State Agricultural Management & Extension Training 
Institute and being the Nodal Training Institute for different important national level courses.

For agriculture, it is the time of crisis as well as it is the time of prosperity. In one side use of injudicious 
chemical, controversy of GM crops, lack of profitable remuneration of  the farmers etc. are the concerns of 
present day agriculture. But at the same time, number of supporting schemes by the Govt., large emphasis on 
post harvest and processing, lot of be-fitting technologies, advantages of use of ICT, understanding the value 
and credibility of organic farming etc. have offered the potentiality and prosperity to agriculture.

Our ATC and SAMETI are deeply involved in all the above-mentioned issues making awareness, orientation, 
skill and knowledge development, spreading technologies; policy development etc., all of which are targeting 
the development of Farmers and the Agriculture as a whole of the state. Further, centering this experienced 
institute, other institutes like the Medicinal Plant Unit, IRDM faculty centre, Krishi Vigyan Kendra etc. are 
now emerging within the Ashrama to serve the rural Bengal. These developments and evolution also reminds 
us the dream of Swami Lokeswaranandaji, the first Secretary of this Ashrama, “There will be an Agricultural 
University at Narendrapur”.

On the journey of 50 years, the institute has already established its credibility; I further pray to Sri Sri Thakur, 
Sri Sri Maa and Swamiji to bless the institute with more energy, dedication and devotion towards serving the 
agricultural community of the state.

 Swami Sarvalokananda
 Secretary





Preamble 
how many years require to see an institution in able condition? There is no clear cut rule or guideline. In 

spite of that the question is very pertinent for us, when we are in the midst of the 50th year after establishment 
of this institute in the year 1967.

Definitely this is a year of celebration. But at the same time it is also the time of introspection. The erstwhile 
‘Gram Sevak Training Centre (GSTC)’ is now the Agricultural Training Centre (ATC) and since 2005 it is 
also the ‘State Agricultural Management and Extension Institute (SAMETI)’. The general view is that the 
institute has been doing well and as indicator, the up-gradation of this institute at different phases of time 
and lastly its nomination as SAMETI is in very much support this view. But mere change of nomenclature 
must not prove performance. We must be in full understanding, why that up-gradation took place, i.e, how far 
it was able to fulfil the objectives of its establishment. The simple objective of the institute was to train the 
Krishi Prayukti Sahayak (earlier Gramsevak) of Agriculture Dept., which was broadened later for all levels of 
extension functionaries of Agriculture and allied sectors. The other consideration is the impact, i.e., ultimate 
effect of all activities in up-lift of Agriculture and Farmers.

Both agriculture and farmers of a state are vast matters. It is very hard for any single institute (if not Government 
itself) to make changes of such a vast community. But it is also true that each individual institution has some 
uniqueness and those special aspects use to give impetus and sometime is marked to mobilize in bigger ways. 
Besides, in spite of limitations, the sincerity, dedication and innovativeness transformed to performances, 
motivates others. In case of Narendrapur-ATC, the most crucial aspect is ‘to be within Ramakrishna Mission’; 
in other words, its service is spirited by the ideals of Ramakrishna Missions, which created excellence of the 
institute.

Since its inception, about 3000 KPS are given pre-service and in-service training, each of whom is again 
suppose to cover 100 farm families per year. Between this time, the ultimate figure will be huge. Up to mid 
1970s, Gramsevak, Farmers, youth leaders were the major clients and within 10 years of that time about 4,000 
such candidates received different training here. During next 10 years, on an average 600 candidates per year 
were trained on different emerging technologies. During mid 1980s to mid 1990s about 4,500 candidates 
including farmers, rural youths and KPS received the advantage of up-gradation of their skill and knowledge. In 
next 10 years up to 2005, training associated with various foreign collaborated projects was added. The officers 
of the agriculture Dept. joined different courses. During that 10-year period, more than 5,000 participants of 
different levels joined different courses.

After 2005, three changes happened in the dimension of training: the first one is in the ‘nature of training 
courses’, the second is in ‘nature of participants’ and in the last is in the ‘number of benefitted persons’. All the 
three were upgraded both in quantity and quality.

In the reporting year of 2015-16, the institute was able to provide hRD support to more than 3,500 candidates 
in a single year only, which was previously the number of a decade . Unlike previous tradition of participants of 
KPS- farmers- rural youth; now the added groups are extension functionaries of different levels of agriculture, 
ARD, Fishery and horticulture. Agri-entrepreneurs are also in a big group. The agri-input dealers also joined in 



the new list. Now along with skill development training, academic courses like ‘Diploma’ and ‘Post –Graduate 
Diploma’ etc. are in the programme. On the other side, its spread and linkages from ‘district’ to ‘State and 
National level’ is also contrasting.

The regular evaluation and impact analysis shows an encouraging result. The increasing demand of different 
courses and the pressure on the institute are the indirect indicators of the impact of those training.

 It is to be kept in mind that no big work could be done alone. Whatever success or ‘scope to serve the mass’, 
the institute has received so far, is the culmination of physical, financial and heartfelt support of many other 
institutions, the Government in particular. The most important is that the ‘Service to the people’ is not the 
credit; rather it should be considered as the opportunity given towards us by the people. Therefore with our all 
submission and gratefulness, we bow down to our Farmer God.

May Sri Ramakrishna, holy Mother Saradadebi and Swamiji bless all of us with the power of ‘true 
introspection’.

 Manas Ghosh
 Principal & Director
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Introduction
During 1960s, the place was known by Garm Sevak Training Centre (GSTC) and the now ‘Mandir Gate’ was 

well known by the people of the surrounding villages and town areas as  ‘3 No. Poultry Gate’ of Ramakrishna 
Mission Ashrama, Narendrapur. After establishment of the Garm Sevak Training Centre in 1967, now the well 
known Agricultural Training Centre (ATC)  & SAMETI, made a big change in building confidence among 
the rural people in poultry rearing for improvement of nutritional status. A big poultry for egg and meat was 
use to run by the experts just after entering the gate of the GSTC to give the effect of training, demonstration, 
exposure, supply of good quality chicks to the rural youth and farmers and also for supply of egg and meat to 
the boys of the hostels as well as the people of the surrounding community. 

The history started further a decade ago. It was 1956. The people used to call the place as Ukhila- Paikpara. 
It was totally a rural area with low lying paddy and jute field interrupted with patch of jungle and channels of 
brakish water. In 1943, a small house at the Pathuriaghata of  North Calcutta was established by Ramakrishna 
Mission, Belur Math mainly  as ‘home’ for the rural students admitted in the colleges of Calcutta. Due to 
high demand of such shelter for the rural boys and also for migrated students from Bangladesh, the monks 
of the Ramakrishna Mission shifted the home in 1956 in a spacious place towards far outskirts of Southern 
Calcutta, the present place of Narendrapur. Later on the school was initiated there. In a part of the Ashrama 
area, the monks and some development workers use to demonstrate scientific cultivation of different crops to 
the farmers. Centering that type of demonstration, many farmers use to come to the Ramakrishna Mission for 
different information on modern agriculture and often orientation/ awareness/ training were arranged for the 
villagers. Feeling the effectivity of such demonstration cum training mode for the development of farmers and 
also with the requirement of band of resource persons for vissioned ‘agricultural and Rural Development’, 
Swami Lokeswarananda, the then Secretary of the Ashrama and a visionary monk, convinced the Govt. to 
establish the ‘Gram Sevak Training Centre (GSTC)’ at Ramakrishna Mission Ashrama, Narendrapur in the 
year 1965. The GSTC with a bunch of young motivated workers, with the touch of inspiration of the monks, 
started their mission of rural development. Along with on campus demonstration and training for the Gram 
Sevaks (Rural Extension Worker), the trainers traversed villages to address the agricultural problems of the 
farming community. The GSTC, Narendrapur become a landmark for the rural people of the surrounding 
districts also. To intensify the activities on agriculture, Govt. specialized the GSTC as the Agricultural Training 
Centre (ATC) during 1980s. Thousands of farmers, farm youths and grass root level extension functionaries 
gained skill, developed knowledge and inspired to deliver sincere service.

In 1981, along with other GSTC of the Govt., the Narendrapur GSTC was also upgraded in to specialized 
training centre and renamed as ‘Agricultural Training Centre (ATC)’. This was to intensify the activities on 
agriculture mainly to emphasis on food grain production and productivity to gain food security of the general 
mass.

With the change of days, the agricultural technology, scope and development also changed. The introduction 
of the facilities of computer and globalization of economy influenced all sector of development and livelihood 
during 1909s and in the beginning of the new millennium.  



To keep up with the speedy change of scenario, the Govt.   introduced reforms in the sector of agricultural 
extension through a scheme, popularly known as ‘ATMA Scheme’.  To bear the crucial task of change of 
attitude, knowledge and skill  of the extension functionaries of all sectors related to Agriculture, Govt. 
nominated the Agricultural Training Centre, Narendrapur as the ‘State Agricultural Management and Extension 
Training Institute (SAMETI) in 2005. Later in 2007, 2010 and again in 2014, the extension reform scheme was 
strengthened to give more realistic approach. 

Now the ‘Agricultural Training Centre’ and  State Agricultural Management and Extension Training Institute 
(SAMETI) is not only a well known place but also place of their own for all the stake holders of development  
of agriculture and allied sectors.

Besides its earliest mandate of  training of Pre-service and In-service Krishi Paryukti Sahayak; now it is a 
place for upgradation of skill-knowledge and attitude for the extension functionaries of agri and allied sectors, 
entrepreneurs, agri-imput suppliers, farm-mechanics, rural youth and above all  for the farmers. SAMETI is 
now an Nodal Institute for the country and state for different types of courses for different level of clients.

With the wholehearted support from the State and Central Govt., the institute is an integral part of the 
Ramakrishna Mission Ashrama, Narendrapur. The atmosphere of the Ashrama  imbibes the sincerity and 
devotion within the learner. The advantages of multi academic institutes within the same campus exerts a 
synergistic effect. Resources sharing among the agriculture and rural development oriented institutes strengthens 
the delivery.



 



Performance of the Institute 
(From 2006-07 to 2015-16)

Year No. of Programmes No. of Participants No. of Trainee days

2006-2007 106 5200 15600
2007-2008 101 4580 13740
2008-2009 123 4188 12564
2009-2010 141 4439 13317
20010-2011 137 3917 11751
20011-2012 102 3602 10806
20012-2013 104 4084 10819
20013-2014 118 4897 33269
2014-2015 137 3509 21367
2015-2016 76 3499 38187
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“As long as I live, so long do I learn.” 
 – Sri Ramakrishna

 I CapaCITy BuILdINg pROgRammE

 With the mandate of Human Resources Development in the field of agriculture and allied activities the 
State Agricultural Management and Extension Training Institute (SAMETI) and Agricultural Training Centre 
performs its activities throughout the year. Among various types of programmes, different levels of training 
courses, seminar, workshop, special extension courses, various extension services, extension programmes 
are the major. The programmes are performed in close co-ordination with the different departments of state 
government different Universities and other related institutes. The total capacity building programme organized 
in this financial year 2015-16 has been classified into six sub-sections as following:
A. Workshop / Seminar etc.
B. Programmes for District / Block Level Extension Functionaries
C. Training for Grass Root Level Extension Workers, Rural Entrepreneurs, Group Leaders etc.
D. Training for Progressive and Demonstrator Farmers
E. Field Level Training Programmes & Exposure Visit
F. Agricultural Exhibition & Agricultural Mela

Total Programme of the Institute in 2015-16
Sl. 
No. Target Group 

No. of course/ 
Programmes

No. of 
Participants 

 No. of Trainee 
days

1 Seminar / Workshop 12 918 918
2 Training for district / block level extension functionaries 26 1225 4336

3 Training for grass root level extension workers, rural 
entrepreneurs, group leaders etc. 28 1056 31433

4 Training for progressive and demonstrator farmers 10 300 1500
Total 76 3499 38187

5 Total Field Level Programmes 9 548 548
6 Farmers’ / student visit 3 160 160

Share of different categories of participants and programmes

 

Rural
71% 

Urban
29%

 
Male
75%

Female
25% 

 1.1: Rural - Urban Participants 1.2: Male & Female
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“I tell you one thing - if you want peace of mind, don not fault with others.” 
 – Sarada Devi

 
 

A. Seminar – Workshop
Seminar - Workshop are the one of the major programmes performed by the institute, based on need 

based issues. The institutes organised several seminars – workshops for all levels of participants. The major 
programmes are mainly related to different flagship programmes of the state. In this year a total of 12 different 
programmes were conducted in which 918 different level of participant joined and shared their views. The 
programme at a glance is given below and then the details of the programme are given.

Sl. 
No. Title of Seminar –Workshop Date Target Group Total
1. Workshop on Farmers Portal and National 

E-Governance Programme – NeGP
5th May,15 DLEF 90

2. Training Need issues and Training module of KPS 
Courses 

21st April,15 Pre-service KPS Trainees 96

3. DAESI Review Workshop 9th Oct.,15 Officers, Enrolled Candidate, 
Ex- candidates etc.

109

4. Review workshop on Pre-service KPS course 27th Aug.,15 DDA , ATC faculty etc. 15

Others
78%

Minority
3%

SC
16% ST

3%
Seminar /
Workshop

24% 

District /
Block  Level
officers
35%   

Agri-preneurs / 
SHG / CIG 
Leaders 

33%  

Rural Level 
Extension 
Promoters 

8% 
 

 1.3: SC-ST-Minorities-Others 1.4: Programme category wise No. of Participants

Seminar/
Workshop

16% 

District /
Block  Level

officers
35%   

Agri-preneurs /
SHG / CIG
Leaders

36%

romoters

Rural Level
Extension
P

13%   

1.5: Share of different programme category
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“Let New India a rise-out of the peasants’ cottage, grasping the plough; out of the huts of the 
fisherman, the cobbler, and the sweeper” 

 – Swami Vivekananda

Sl. 
No. Title of Seminar –Workshop Date Target Group Total
5. NMOOP Review Workshop 23rd Nov.,15 BLEF, progressive famers, 

NGO Executive
49

6. Review Workshop on BGREI & NFSM 24th Nov.,15 BLEF, progressive famers, 
NGO Executive

50

7. ATMA Review Workshop 26th Nov.,15 PD, DPD 20
8. Seminar on the Occasion of World Soil Day 5th Dec., 16 Officer, Farmers, Extension 

functionaries etc.
99

9. Seminar on Agriculture and Rural Development 18th Jan., 16 Officer, Extension 
Functionary, Scholar, farmer, 
NGO executive

127

10. Meet of the Agricultural policy (former Directors 
etc.) Extension functionaries on exchange of 
experience on agricultural extension 

19th Jan., 16 Ex-Directors, Deputy 
Directors, Agricultural 
Extension Functionaries, 
ATC/SAMETI faculty, Input 
dealers etc.

184

11. Workshop on Community Radio Station (CRS) 17th Feb.,16 DDA Trg. of ATCs 14
12. ATMA Rev. Workshop 16th Feb.,16 PD, DPD, ADA / BTT etc. 65

Total 12 Programmes 918

A1. Workshop on Farmers’ Portal & National E-Governance Programme’
In the era of Information and Communication Technology 

(ICT), the scenario of extension in agriculture has also 
changed. Lot of options has occurred to reach directly to 
the farmers in addition to the traditional method of direct 
contact. At present Govt. of India in collaboration with 
state govt., have formulated different portals, mobile 
message system, and direct telephoning opportunity for 
the farmers. To operationalise all these modern tools, 
extensive data generation and their entry from block to 
village level are essential. To make aware about all these 
opportunities, to orient in data entry in different portals 
and to make a network of experts from different sectors, 
a 1-day workshop on Farmers’ Portal and National 
E-governance Programme’ was organized at SAMETI, Narendrapur on 5th May, 2015. Dr. R.K. Tripathy, 
Director (Information & Technology), Dept. of Agriculture and Cooperation, Govt. of India presided over the 
workshop. About 90 officers including Nodal officer of the state for the Kissan Call Centre, liaison persons 
from allied Depts., contact officers of the district of each dept. and key state level officers of Agriculture 
participated the programme. Sri Bhaktikusum Das, Project Coordinator and ex-officio Additional Director of 
Agriculture inaugurated the programme.
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“I slept and dreamt that life was joy. I awoke and saw that life was service.I acted and behold, 
service was joy.” 

 – Rabindranath Tagore

A2. Training Need Issues and Training Module of KPS Courses
For improvement of the agricultural scenario, the grass-root level extension workers of Dept. of Agriculture 

are very crucial. They are the nearest person to provide information and advice directly to the farmers being 
in their area. Recently, the Govt. of West Bengal has initiated recruitment process of the Krishi Prayukti 
Sahayaks (KPS) in different districts. Before final engagement, the candidates are to go through a 6-month 
Pre-service Course, after successful completion of which, the candidates will be place in different districts. 
Ninety six (96) number of KPS trainees including 35 female candidates from the districts of Bankura, Birbhum, 
Burdwan, Uttar Dinajpur, Dakshin Dinajpur, howrah, Nadia, Paschim Medinipur, Purulia, North and South 
24 Parganas, Purba Medinipur and Malda have been admitted for this 6-month course at ATC, Narendrapur. 
On 21st April, 2015 experts including faculties of ATC, Narendrapur met the trainees to identify and discuss 
on the areas/ issues of the training course based on the need of the Govt as well as of the trainers’ perception. 
In the workshop along with the inaugural programme of the course the Additional Director of Agriculture 
(General), Sk Anwar hossain; Sri Asish Lahiri, Joint Director of Agriculture were present on behalf of the 
Govt.. Swami Sarvagananda, Secretary of the Ramakrishna Mission Ashrama, Narendrapur presided over the 
workshop and also blessed the participants.

A3. Review and Planning Workshop for the DAESI Course
 Educating the Agri-input dealer with basic knowledge 

is becoming crucial viewing awareness of the consumers 
about safe food and also with respect to cost effective as 
well as sustainable farm income. More than two lakhs 
input dealers are directly dealing the Indian farmers and 
they are the nearest advisor with respect to use of fertilizer 
and pesticide for the farmers. The ‘Diploma in Agricultural 
services for the Input dealers (DAESI) course is being 
conducted for up gradation of knowledge of those input 
dealers. To review the progress of the course and also 
to plan the next years programme, SAMETI organized a 
Review and Planning Workshop for the DAESI Course 

on 9th October, 2015. Sri Pradip Mazumdar, Advisor to the Chief Minister on Agriculture, presided over the 
programme. Dr. N. Balasubramani, Faculty, MANAGE, hyderabad gave an overview of the DAESI course 
in other states of the country. he also narrated the key points of the new guidelines of the DAESI course. Sk. 
Anwar hossain, Additional Director of Agriculture (General) and Sri Sanjay Bhattacharyya, Deputy Director 
of Agriculture (World Bank) and Project Director, ATMA, South 24 Parganas also addressed the participants. 
Sri Mazunder, in his Presidential address expressed the importance of such knowledge upliftment ventures 
in the agricultural growth of the state. More than 100 input dealers joined the programme. Some passed 
out candidates expressed their status of implementation of learning of the DAESI course and the need to 
disseminate among the other input dealers. The students of the current batch also expressed the areas of their 
learning and their views.
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“Science without religion is lame, religion without science is blind.” 
 –  Albert Einstein

A4. A Review Workshop on ‘Progress of Pre-service KPS course’
A review workshop on ‘Progress of pre-service KPS course’ was organized on 27th August, 2015. The in-

charge of the agricultural training centre along with key faculties joined the workshop. Along with review of 
progress of the course, different aspects of evaluation procedure were also discussed.

A5. Review Workshop of NMOOP
On 23rd November, 2015, a Review and Planning 

Workshop of the National Mission on Oilseed and Oil Palm 
was organized. The state head quarter officers associated 
with the scheme along with the NGO executives and 
progressive farmers participated in the programme. Sri 
Bhaktikusum Das, Additional Director of Agriculture; 
Sri Tapas Das, Deputy Director of Agriculture etc. 
addressed the participants and explained the objective of 
the scheme. Success stories were presented by the NGO 
executives, who are implementing the schemes at village 
level. Coordinator of the NMOOP on behalf of the ATC, 
Narendrapur explained the planning of the coming rabi 
season. Problems explained by the participants and way of tackling those problems were also discussed.

A6. Review Workshop on BGREI & NFSM
Bringing Green Revolution in Eastern India (BGREI) 

and National Food Security Mission (NFSM) are the 
two interlinked flagship scheme of Govt. of India 
towards more production of food grains. To review the 
progress of the schemes and its future planning, a State 
level Review Workshop on BGREI and NFSM was held 
on 24th November, 2015 at SAMETI. Dr Sanjoy Saha, 
Principal Scientist of CRRI, Cuttak and Nodal Officer for 
BGERI reviewed the progress of the two schemes. Sri 
Asish Lahiri, Joint Director Agriculture (Plan) interacted 
with the participating officers. More than 50 officers from 
different districts of the state took part and presented their 
progress of the two schemes.

A7. ATMA Review Workshop
The Sub-Mission on Agricultural Extension (SAME), popularly known as ATMA Scheme, is going on since 

2005 in the state. During this time several changes in the guideline of the scheme has been made based on 
the need and feasibility of implementation of the activities. As per the last revised guideline of August, 2014, 
functionary recruitment (Assistant Technology Manager and Block Technology Manager at block level etc.) 
has been done throughout the state. Review of the progress as part of the monitoring is highly needed for 
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“The best way to find yourself is to lose yourself in the service of others.” 
 – Mahatma Gandhi

satisfactory implementation of the scheme and a state 
level Review Workshop of ATMA Scheme was organized 
at SAMETI on 26th November, 2015. Dr. Sampad Ranjan 
Patra, Additional Director of Agriculture (Research) 
presided over the workshop. Different officers of the State 
Nodal Office interacted with the participants. The Project 
Director/ Deputy Project Director, ATMA from almost all 
the districts attended the workshop and presented their 
progress. Information on utilization of fund, status of 
unutilized fund, physical progress, status of functionary 
recruitment, status of audit etc. had been presented by 
the individual district. Individual districts also presented 

different success stories and Farm School implementation along with problems faced at field level.

A8. Seminar on the Occasion of World Soil Day
Soil is the base of agriculture. It provides major number 

of nutrients as well as water. In the era of sustainability, 
soil is the most important component for production of 
agricultural crops and also for the standard of livelihoods 
for millions of farmers in India and world. Unlike previous 
decades, soil is now considered as a living matter. To a 
farmer, the health of the soil becomes most crucial for 
his sustenance. Seeing all these importance, the United 
Nations considered a day to observe as ‘World Soil Day’ 
to drag the attention of the people of the whole world 
for its conservation and for its efficient and meaningful 
use. Govt. of West Bengal decided to observe this World 
Soil Day in all its blocks. The state level observation was 

organised at SAMETI, Narendrapur on 5th December, 2015. hon’ble Minister in Charge, Sri Purnendu Bose, 
inaugurated the celebration of the World Soil Day. Other dignitaries Dr. R. S. Sukla, Principal Secretary, 
Agriculture, Govt. of West Bengal; Sri P. Majumder, Adviser to Chief Minister on Agriculture; Dr. P. 
Bhattacharya, Director of Agriculture, Govt. of West Bengal were also present on that occasion. State level 
officers of Department of Agriculture; grass root level extension functionaries of South 24 Parganas district 
and group of farmers of South 24 Parganas, North 24 Parganas, howrah and hooghly districts participated 
in the programme.All the above dignitaries and representative farmers presented their views through lecture 
and power point presentation. On that occasion soil health card, after testing soil sample, were distributed 
among the respective farmers. Several farmers tested their soil samples on that day itself in mobile soil testing 
laboratory being on station at SAMETI campus.

A9. Seminar on Agriculture and Rural Development
A seminar on ‘Agriculture and human Resource Development’ was organized on 18th January, 2016 

along with the celebration of Golden Jubilee programme of Agriculture Training Centre. The main speakers 
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“He alone is the true teacher who is illumined by the light of true knowledge.” 
 –  Sri Ramkrishna

were Dr. Dibyandu Sen, former Director of Extension 
Education, Bidhan Chandra Krishi Viswa Vidyalaya; Dr. 
Sankar Acharya, Professor of Agricultural Extension, 
Bidhan Chandra Krishi Viswa Vidyalaya and Swami 
Sandarshanananda, veteran monk of the Ramakrishna 
Mission order. Dr. Sen spoke on the subject “Emerging 
issues in Indian Agriculture and hRD”. he mentioned the 
major challenges like: Need to increasing productivity, 
increasing demand to maintain quality and Phytosanitary 
Standards (SPS) of produce’, Technical Barriers to Trade 
(TBT), ensuring standard income of the farm families, 
ensuring sustainability through conservation and 
enhancement of ecological foundation like land, water, 
forests and biodiversity and establishment of market linkages of production system. he also analysed all the 
aspects in details and focused on probable issues to mitigate the challenges.

Swami Sandarshanananda on his speech on “Swami Vivekananda and Human Resource Development”, 
mainly emphasized on the nature of education that must go through fundamental transformation and follow 
the inspirational vision of Swami Vivekananda, who advocated “Bottom-up Approach” of overall growth of 
the society and manpower. he also mentioned the need of both vertical and horizontal growth of the human 
resources.

Prof S. Acharya talked on “Transformation of Human Resources in Agriculture: The Skills and Creative 
Mind”. he narrated the horrible situation of Indian farmers with two lac suicide cases in last ten years and 40 
percent of them are in debt. he emphasized on : empowering one human Resource by other human Resource 
and Farmer’s security will come after food security. he indicated the barriers to such development as: small 
fragmented land holders, deficit in investment, credit & infrastructure, absence of proper Research in Extension, 
market deficit, diversification, deficit in number of institution etc. He highlighted on the Transformation of 
human Resource through: cognitive up-gradation, motor learning, motivational drive and perceptual growth.

More than 100 extension functionaries, grass root level extension workers, progressive farmers, scholars etc. 
participated the seminar. After presentation of the lecture from the resource persons, the participants interacted 
their view with the resource person and moderator.

A10. Meet of the Agricultural Policy (former Directors etc.) Extension 
Functionaries on Exchange of Experience on Agricultural Extension

Detail of the programme is given in the section: E: Agricultural Exhibition & Mela in this chapter.

A11. Workshop on Establishment of Community Radio Station (CRS)
As per order No. 819 (15) Psj dated 21.01.2016, Community Radio Station (CRS) will be established in each 

Agricultural Training Centre (ATC) for the benefit of the farming and other communities of their respective 
areas. Community Radio Station is a small radio station with a mechanism of easy operation in a limited area for 
broadcasting mainly for the development of the local (agricultural, rural community etc.) farming community. 
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Participation of the targeted community will be also ensured to a considerable extent in the process of content 
preparation. Govt. will provide entire fund for its establishment and content preparation for primary years. To 
orient the authorities of the ATCs about the CRS, its process of application, documents required as supporting 
to the application etc., a workshop was organized at SAMETI with the participation of the Deputy Director of 
Agriculture (training) of the respective centers etc. on 17th February, 2016.

A12. ATMA Rev. Workshop
Reviewworkshop of ATMa was organised on 

16th February, 2016 to have a stock of progress of 
implementation of the activities and future planning of 
‘Sub-mission on Agricultural Extension (SMAE)’. The 
Deputy Project Director of each district along with one 
Asst. D.A or BTM were called for presentation. Besides 
presentation of district level physical and financial 
progress, success stories and status of one block from each 
district also presented. The Joint Director of Agriculture 
(Extension), Deputy Director (Training)-hQ, Members of 
the ATMA implementation cell of hQ participated in the 
review and discussion. All total 65 DPD, BTT convenor, 
BTM/ATM and head quater officers attended the review 
workshop.

B. Programmes for District / Block Level Extension Functionaries
 The district level and block level extension functionaries are the most crucial players for dissemination of 

technologies, implementation of programmes and upliftment of skill and knowledge of the farmers. On the 
basis of the need various programmes for the district and block level extension functionaries were organised. 
These functionaries are BTM, ATM, Assistant Directors of Agriculture and allied sectors, KPS NGO executives 
and extension personnel, Deputy Project Directors, Project Directors of ATMA etc. Totally 26 (13 types) such 
programmes for apex level extension functionaries have been conducted and 1225 such extension functionaries 
have participated.

Sl. 
No.

Title of the training to cover the 
thrust area Dates Target group 

No. of 
Course

No. 
Attended

1. Orientation on ATMA and its 
operationalisation 

8-10 April, 16-18 Apri,15 ATM / BTM of 
hooghly & Purulia

2 72

2. PGDAEM Programme (contact 
class of Semester I & II in different 
batches, Exam. of Semester I & II 
and special class for supplementary) 

18-22 May, 01-05 June, 
08-12 June, 20 - 24 July, 
7-11 Sept, 14-18 Sept., 
21-25 Sept., 29 Oct. - 02 
Nov, 14-18 Dec.15

PGDAEM Enrolled 
candidates 

9 556

3. Programme for Farm Tele-Advisors 
(FTA) of Kisan Call Centre 

20-May, 01-03 June, 04-
06 June, 08-10 June,15 

FTAs of KCC 4 39
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Sl. 
No.

Title of the training to cover the 
thrust area Dates Target group 

No. of 
Course

No. 
Attended

4. Orientation on hRD issues of 
Agriculture 

27-May,15 IAS Probationers 1 12

5 Soft Skills for extn. personnel 23 - 26 June,15 DLEF / BLEF: 
howrah, Burdwan, 
hooghly, 
Murshidabad

1 29

6. Training through Video Conference 
on Bio-fertiliser & Bio-pesticide

30-June,15 Scientists and 
Technologists

1 11

7. Revisiting of SREP 6 - 10 July,15 DLEF 1 39
8. Write-shop for documentation of 

success stories
1-3 Sept-15 Extension 

functionaries
1 32

9. Application of Remote Sensing and 
GIS in Agricultural Development

2-6 Nov,15 DLEF / BLEF, 
KVK experts 

1 27

10 Revitalization of Rain-fed Agriculture 
with special reference to Fisheries

17-20 Nov,15 Block & Dist. Level 
Officers, WBSRDA

1 23

11 Preparation of E-DPR of IWMP / 
PMKSY

2-4 Dec., 21-22 Dec.,15 DDA, Ast DA, 
NGO Exe

2 163

12 Officers’ Training Programme on 
NMOOP 

9-10 Feb., 16 Officers etc. 1 20

13 Orientation of newly recruited 
Assistant Directors of Agriculture

15-Mar., 16 ADAs, Officers 1 202

26 1225

B1. Orientation on ATMA and its Operationalisation
Block Technology Managers (BTM) are at the block 

level, responsible for implementation of ATMA activities 
with the guidance of the BTT Convener (Assistant 
Director of Agriculture). During this financial period 
two programmes on ‘Orientation on Extension Reforms’ 
for BTM have been organised with 72 number of 
participants. The topics of discussion of the programme 
for the trainees were: Overall management of the team at 
block level, preparation of Block action plan, electronic 
monitoring system (EMS), operationalisation of block 
action plan etc. besides the general concept of ATMA, 
ATMA activities etc., information on different on going 
schemes, responsibilities of BTM, process of liasoning 
with agri and allied department and panchayat, etc. Special session on data uploading in ATMA Electronic 
Monitoring System was also organised.
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B2. PGDAEM
The 1-year course on Post Graduate Diploma in 

Agricultural Extension Management (PGDAEM) is 
found very popular and effective through the evaluation 
of MANAGE, hyderabad. The institute is conducting this 
course since 2007 and for the 2014-15 batch, 175 officers 
have enrolled in the course from different departments 
like Agriculture, Animal Resource Development, Fishery, 
horticulture, Marketing, Krishi Vigyan Kendra etc. During 
this financial year total nine programmes were organised 
by the institute covering term end examinations, contact 
classes, special contact class and one special examination 
for back log candidates in different batches. A total of 
556 officers attended in nine programmes (contact class 

of Semester I & II in different batches, Exam. of Semester I & II and special class for supplementary) in this 
financial year. The details of this PGDAEM course is given in Subsection A: of chapter II, ‘Special Extension 
Courses’

B3. Programmes for Farm Tele-Advisors (FTA) of Kisan Call Centre
The Kissan Call Centre is now said to be the heart of 

farmers’ communication. In every state, Govt. has created 
an option for toll-free calling (18001801551) to experts 
on any problems on agriculture for farmers’ solutions. 
Farmers from any corner of the state may asked for 
probable solutions in their local languages. The Farm 
Tele Advisor (FTA), experts of Level-1 on the other hand 
are a band of educated team in the sector of field crop, 
horticulture, animal husbandry, fishery, sericulture etc. 
use to receive the calls and communicate the farmers with 
solutions instantly on the basis of their knowledge, or 
consulting knowledge- portals or transfer the call to the 
2nd level of experts (University faculty etc.). This system 

of farmers’ problem solving process, the ‘Kisan Call Centre (KCC)’, has become very effective and popular. 
As agriculture is a very dynamic subject and new technologies are coming for specific region on regular basis, 
updating of the FTAs of Level-1 experts are essential for quality farmers’ services. The SAMETI of the state 
use to arrange the refreshers training for these experts of the KCC on regular basis. Before the training, one day 
need assessment workshop was also arranged to identify with the Govt. Departs for finding out the need-areas 
of the training to be organised. A total of three 3-days training Programmes and a assessment programme were 
organised for the FTAs of Level I staff of KCC for this financial year, in which 39 FTAs and other officers 
attended the Programmes.
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“You can’t cross the sea merely by standing and staring at the water.” 
 – Rabindranath Tagore

B4. Orientation on HRD issues of 
Agriculture

A group of 12 IAS Probationers were sent to SAMETI 
on 27th May, 2015 for orientation about the SAMETI 
activities, role of SAMETI in State Agriculture, training 
management aspects of the institutes etc. After having 
presentation and discussion, the probationers also on 
visited to different unit related to agriculture like, dairy 
farms, crop farms, medicinal plant gardens, ayurvedic 
units, IRDM Faculty centre etc. Swami Sarvagananda, 
Secretary of the Ashrama, addressed the probationers 
about different units and their activities of the Ashrama.

B5. Soft Skills For Extension Personnel
A 4-day training programme on ‘Soft skill for extension 

personnel’ was organized in collaboration with the 
Extension Education Institute, Jorhat during 23-26 June, 
2015 at SAMETI, Narendrapur. The main objective of 
the programme was to orient the extension functionaries 
towards understanding and developing attitude, behavior 
and skill for better management of work, specially the 
team work. Dr.S. Barua and Dr. J. K. Sharma, Senior 
faculty of EEI, Jorhat were the main resource persons. 
Different sessions, like: Interpersonal effectiveness, 
skill needed by extension personnel, self awareness with 
special focus on behavioral self management, key skills 
for effective team work, ego-gram and managing ego, improving emotional intelligence etc. were discussed 
with the active participation of the extension workers. Besides the above mentioned topics, sessions on 
documentation of success stories and key factors for successful implementation of ATMA activities are also 
discussed. A half-day field visit were also organized to a 
successful ‘farm school’. Twenty nine participants from 
the districts of howrah, hooghly, Burdwan, South 24 
Paragans, Murshidabad etc. participated the programme.

B6. Training through Video Conference 
on Bio-fertiliser & Bio-pesticide

An orientation of the higher level officers and scientists 
on ‘Innovative practices in bio fertilizers and bio 
pesticides’ was organized through video conferencing 
mode in collaboration with Centre for Innovations in 
Public Systems (CIPS), and National Institute of Plant 
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health Management (NIPhM), hyderabad. Dr. K. Satyagopal, Director General, NIPhM and other renowned 
scientists interacted with the participants through videoconference on 30th June, 2015. Officers from Dept. of 
Agriculture, Scientists from KVK and faculties from SAMETI participated the orientation programme.

B7. Revisiting of SREP
The Strategic Research and Extension Plan is a   

document of every district for taking necessary activities 
in the coming years for development of agricultural 
sectors. This is a plan prepared with the participation of 
the farmers of different representative villages of different 
Agro-ecological situations (AES) of the district. The 
primary SREP of all the districts was prepared about 
8-10 years ago and there is need to revisit the strategies 
of development as meanwhile lot of advancement and 
changes have occurred influencing the agricultural, allied 
and overall rural livelihood of the state. To meet this 
objective a review and follow up training on ‘Re-visiting 
of SREP’ was organized for all the districts experts in 

collaboration with MANAGE, hyderabad at SAMETI, West Bengal during 6-10 July, 2015. Collection of 
secondary data, information on soil etc. through remote sensing, participatory data collection, compilation and 
analysis of data were discussed and practiced. Overall progress of revised SREP work of different districts are 
also reviewed. Dr. M.A. Kareem, Senior Faculty of MANAGE, hyderabad took different sessions along with 
other faculties of SAMETI. Thirty nine participants from all over West Bengal joined the programme.

B8. Write-shop for Documentation of Success Stories
Inspiring target group through success is considered 

as one of the main important tools in extension system. 
But here the effectivity largely depends on the way of 
presentation of the success. Success is happening in 
numbers but most of the time either it is not documented 
or if documented, not in proper form. The officers, who 
are largely involved in extension, agriculture extension 
in particular, should be equipped with the skill and art of 
documentation. To bridge the gap between what should be 
and what it is, training cum workshop in the name ‘Write-
shop for documentation of success stories’ was organized 
for district level extension functionaries at SAMETI during 
1-3 September, 2015. Faculty MANAGE, hyderabad, 

Chief reporter of Anadabazar Patrika, Producer, ETV-Bangla, different faculties of SAMETI took the sessions 
like: Impact of success stories of technology transfer on farming community, What and how to write a success 
story, audience and objectives for success stories; methods, tools and techniques for capturing stories from the 
field, effective writing etc. Thirty two participants from different districts of the state joined the workshop.
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B9. Application of Remote Sensing and GIS in Agricultural Development
In the era of satellite science, concept of use of 

information, database etc. are changing in tremendous 
speed. Use of Geographical Information System and 
Remote sensing is going to make a revolution in data/ 
information management and planning in agricultural 
system. Unfortunately majority of the extension 
functionaries are still not oriented in this aspect. To bridge 
the gap, a 4-day training programme on ‘Application of 
Remote Sensing and Geographical Information System 
in Agricultural Development’ was organized during 
2-5 November, 2015 at SAMETI in collaboration with 
MANAGE, hyderabad; Regional Centre for Indian Space 
Research Organization and Geographical Information System (ISRO-GIS) of Salt Lake and national Bureau of 
Soil Survey and Land Use Pattern (NBSSLUP), ICAR. The topics like: Overview of GIS and RS, Importance 
of database management in GIS application, overview of NRSC data products, and overview of open source 
GIS software-QUANTUM GIS etc. were discussed. Besides concept discussions, all possible sectors of the 
training were practically practiced in the laboratories of the ISRO-GIS and NBSSLUP on ‘application of RS-
GIS on soil and land degradation’, GIS-RS application in land Use, fisheries, water management, agricultural 
sectors etc. Faculty of MANAGE; Scientists of the ISRO-GIS centre and NBSSLUP Centre etc. took different 
sessions. Twenty seven extension functionaries from the district of North 24 Paraganas, Malda, howrah, Purba 
Medinipur, hooghly and Birbhum joined the training programme.

B10. Revitalization of Rain-Fed Agriculture with Special Reference to Fisheries
Agriculture is the major sector for use of the both surface and underground water. The aspect of efficient use of 

that water is in discussion as water is going to be a ‘limited 
resource’ from ‘unlimited resource’. harvesting of rain 
water and adopting cultivation practices on the basis of 
available rainwater is also one of the most crucial aspects 
of sustainability. To give major emphasis on this aspect, 
a 4-day training programme on ‘Revitalization of Rain-
fed Agriculture with special reference to Fisheries’ was 
organised during 17-20 November, 2015 in collaboration 
with MANAGE, hyderabad. This programme was mainly 
meant for the functionaries dealing with soil conservation, 
watershed management, irrigation, agriculture and also 
fisheries. The subjects like: Operational modalities of 
National Mission on Sustainable Agriculture (NMSA), 
understanding rain-fed agriculture, ATMA programme in revitalization of rain-fed agriculture, community 
organization in fisheries, policy paradigm in fisheries, livelihood approaches in fisheries, preparation of 
convergent action plan in fisheries etc. were discussed. The team was on field visit of the farmers of Central 
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Inland Fishery and Aquaculture (CIFA) near Kalyani, Nadia. Faculty of MANAGE, hydearbad; Nodal 
Officer of NMSA programme; Officer from Soil conservation section of Dept. of Agriculture; Dept. of 
Fisheries took different sessions. Twenty three functionaries took part in that programme.

B11. Preparation of E-DPR of IWMP / PMKSY
Water is becoming a very valuable resource day by day, 

particularly for agricultural use. Limited and efficient 
use of water is a crucial issue of the time. On the other 
hand awareness, technology and support are being given 
for harvesting of water. Covering all these critical issues, 
Govt. of India has already launched the ‘Integrated 
Watershed Management Programme (IWMP)’ few years 
before and in recent time the ‘Pradhan Mantri Krishi 
Sinchai Yojona (PMKSY). During 2-4 December, 
2015 a training- workshop shop was organized for 
preparation of e-DPR for IWMP, in collaboration with 
the West Bengal State Watershed Development Agency 

(WBSWDA).Learning of online e-DPR, practice and ultimately preparation of the final e-DPR was the 
main task of this programme.

Another 2-day training programme on ‘Process Management software of IWMP’ was also organized for 
different NGO executives, Assistant Director of Agriculture etc. during 21-22 December, 2015. A total of 
163 candidates from the districts of Darjeeling, Paschim Medinipur, Bankura, Birbhum, Jalpaiguri and 
Purulia joined in these two programmes.

B12. Officers’ Training Programme on NMOOP
A 2-day training programme for the officers of the 

South 24 Pargana district was arranged under National 
Mission on oilseed and oilpalm production (NMOOP) 
during 9-10 February, 2016. Topics like: important 
aspects of oilseed productivity, NMOOP execution in 
the district, prospects of hybrid sunflower, steps of seed 
certification with special emphasis on oilseed, disease 
and insect pest management of oilseed etc. thoroughly 
discussed. Twenty extension functionaries participated 
in the programme.

B13. Orientation of Newly Recruited Assistant Directors
The Assistant Director of Agriculture is the last stake in terms of administrative and technical pillars in 

agricultural development network in Govt. sector. These posts are at block level and bear immense importance 
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in implementation of agricultural schemes/ projects and 
proper utilization of funds. Dept. of Agriculture of the 
state in recent time, took initiative to fill up vacant posts 
to speed up the agricultural growth in the state. After 
appointment, the most crucial is the orientation of the newly 
employed persons. On the initiative of the Additional 
Chief Secretary(ACS), Dept. of Agriculture, Govt. of 
West Bengal, a ‘One-day Orientation Programme for the 
Newly Recruited Officers’ was organized at SAMETI 
on 15.03.2016. On this occasion, along with the ACS 
and Director of Agriculture, all the senior Departmental 
officers (Agricultural Commissioner, Financial Advisor, 
Joint Secretary etc.) and all senior Directorate officers (Additional Director, Joint Directors, Deputy Directors, 
hQ Assistant Directors) were present to offer the information and experience of their own sectors. Present 
scenario of agriculture and expectation of the department from the newly joined ADAs, importance of 
dedication towards work, centrally sponsored schemes including e-governance, organizational set up the 
Agricultural Directorate, ‘Crop Insurance’ scheme, ‘Integrated Financial Monitoring System (IFMS)’, ‘Pradhan 
Mantri Krishi Sinchai Yojona (PMKSY)’ scheme, ATMA Scheme, Promotion of FPOs were discussed in the 
programme. About 140 newly recruited officers from all over the state and about 62 state level officers joined 
the programme.

C. Training for Grass Root Level Extension Workers, Rural 
Entrepreneurs, Group Leaders etc.

The grass root leve extension worker includes the Krishi Prajukti Sahayak (KPS), Prani Bandhu, Prani-
Mitra, rural NGO extension worker, input dealers, Agri-preneurs, leaders of CIG, Fig etc. This group takes 
all technologies, information, inputs, directly to the farmers being, indirect contact. That is why they are most 
crucial person for success of agriculture. Major courses conducted, for those extension players are- Pre-service 
KPS Training , Diploma in Agricultural Extension Services for Input Dealers, AC- ABC, Vermicompost 
Entrepreneurship, Training of Prani Bandhu & Prani Mitra, Seed production Technology, Package of 
Agricultural Machinery for Paddy Cultivation etc. A Total of 28 Programmes (12 types) were organised with 
1056 trainees. The programme at a glance is given below and then the details of the programme are given.

Sl. 
No.

Title of the training to cover the 
thrust area Dates Target group

No. of 
Course

No. 
Attended

1. Pre-service KPS Training 22nd April – 17th 
Oct.’15

Pre-service KPS Trainees 1 96

2. Matir Katha Orientation to KPS 14- 15 Sept.,15 KPS trainee 1 96
3. Orientation cum exposure of KPS 9th –Sep.,15 KPS Trainee of Chinsurah 1 60
4. Diploma in Agricultural 

Extension for Input Dealers 
(DAESI)

Oct., 14 - Oct.,15 Enrolled input Dealers 2 80
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Sl. 
No.

Title of the training to cover the 
thrust area Dates Target group

No. of 
Course

No. 
Attended

5. Agri-Clinic and Agri-Business 
Centre (AC-ABC)(6th & 7th 
Batch )

17th Nov., 15 - 15th 
Jan.,16; 29th Jan. - 29th 
Mar.,16

Agri-preneur 2 62

6. Vermicompost Entrepreneurship 25-26 August, 28-29 
Sept

ShG leader 2 54

7. Breed up gradation through 
Artificial Insemination 

3rd April- 17th May-
15; 22nd May -6th 
July-15

Pranibandhu: 2 123

8.  Advance dairy technology 22 May- 10 June; 10 
- 29 July, 24 Aug- 12 
Sept., 05 Sept- 03 Oct., 
11 Nov - 2 Dec., 15

Women FTG leaders on 
Dairy

5 181

9. Seed production Technology 28 Sept- 1 Oct-15 Progressive Farmer 1 24
10. Training on Animal husbandry 1-7 Oct Rural Youth 1 27
11. Programme on Zoonotic Disease 17.07.15 Rural youth and women 1 78
12. Package of Agricultural 

Machinery for Paddy Cultivation
30 Nov- 4 Dec, 7-11 
Dec14-18 Dec21-25 
Dec4-9 Janu-16 1-5 
Feb16, 8-12 Feb-16

Rural Youth 9 175

Total 28 1056

C1. Pre-service KPS Training
For filling up the vacant posts of Krishi Prajuktri Sahayak 

(KPS) more than 350 Public Service Commission qualified 
candidates were placed for the Pre-Service KPS training. 
The Narendrapur Centre conducted this training during 
22nd April - 17th October, 2015 ninety six (96) number of 
KPS trainees including 35 female candidates from the 
districts of Bankura, Birbhum, Burdwan, Uttar Dinajpur, 
Dakshin Dinajpur, howrah, Nadia, Paschim Medinipur, 
Purulia, North and South 24 Parganas, Purba Medinipur 
and Malda. The detail of this Pre-service KPS Training is 
given in Subsection D: of chapter II, ‘Special Extension 
Courses’

C2. Matir Katha Orientation to KPS Trainee
The Information and Communication Technology (ICT) has given us a tremendous opportunity to act as the 

tools of extension. Extension Functionaries, technician, policy makers, and even all the farmers are now in 
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use of different web-portal for extension services. Recently Dept. of Agriculture, Govt of West Bengal, has 
launched an Agricultural Extension Portal in the name of ‘Matir Katha’ A 2-day special training course of the 
96 KPS trainees was organized on ‘IT based Matir Katha Extension Tools’ during 14-15 September, 2015. 
Ingreens- Saltlake, a Webel Partner, was given responsibility to provide technical support for this training. In 
the day-1, the trainees were oriented about different aspects of the ‘Matirkataha IT packages’ and demonstrated 
how to deal with and in day-2 the trainees were taken to field with tabs and practiced different options being 
with farmers requirements. After completion of the Pre-service KPS course and posting in different blocks, 
these participants will be provided with such tabs to support the farmers.

C3. Orientation Cum Exposure of KPS
 62 KPS trainees from ATC, Chinsurah were on an orientation programme and exposure to different advanced 

technologies at the ATC/ SAMETI, Narendrapur on 9th September, 2015. The trainees were exposed to the 
dairy, poly house, soil testing laboratories, mushroom culture and medicinal plants within the Ashrama. They 
also have interacted with the existing faculties of the institute.

C4. Diploma in Agricultural Extension for Input Dealers (DAESI)
The 1-year course, ‘Diploma in Agricultural Extension 

Service for the Input Dealers (DAESI)’, for up-gradation 
of knowledge of the input dealers are being organised at 
SAMETI. For the session 2014-15, 80 candidates of the 
district of South 24 Parganas went through the course 
during October 2014 to October 2015. The input dealers 
used to come once in a week to their designated centers and 
have the lessons from class room and from the standing 
crops being in the filed/ farm on the package of practices 
of the crops. The detail of this Pre-service DAESI course 
is given in Subsection B of chapter II, ‘Special Extension 
Courses’

C5. Agri-Clinic and Agri-Business Centre (AC-ABC)
 SAMETI, Ramakrishna Mission Ashrama, Narendrapur 

has been declared as the Nodal Training Institute (NTI) 
for the Govt. of India sponsored course on ‘Agri-Clinic 
and Agri-Business Centre’. This course is meant for the 
agriculturally educated candidates, who desire to go to 
business or entrepreneurship with agricultural activities. 
The selected candidates had to go through a 2-months 
professional course conducted by SAMETI and after 
successful completion of the course they produce a 
project on agri-business. If the project is sanctioned, the 
candidates are eligible up to Rs. 20.00 lakh bank loan 
with 36-44 percent subsidy. SAMETI, Narendrapur has 
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completed its 6th and 7th batch with 62 candidates during this year. The detail of this AC-ABC course is given 
in Subsection C of chapter II, ‘Special Extension Courses’

C6. Vermicompost Entrepreneurship 
Training

Large enthusiasm is being seen among the progressive 
farmers and rural youths for production of vermicompost 
and also for entrepreneurship development based on 
vermicomposting. Depending on the demand received 
from different corners of state, two training were 
organized during 25-26 August, 20115 and 28-29 
September, 2015 on vermicomposting for 54 trainees. 
In the 2-days programme, the participants learnt the 
process of preparation of vermicompost from local bio-
degradable waste materials, quality control, its package 

and marketing. In those two courses total 54 candidates from different corners of the state participated.

C7. Breed up Gradation Through 
Artificial Insemination

Under the patronage of the department of animal 
resource development, a special cadre in the name of 
‘Prani Bandhu’ has been created. These Prani Bandhus are 
the rural youths with basic knowledge of cattle rearing. 
In this financial year, two (3rd April - 17th May and 22nd 
May - 6th July, 2015), 45 days courses for Prani Bandhu 
were conducted on ‘Artificial Insemination and advance 
Cattle Rearing’. A total of 123 candidates from the district 
of Birbhum, Bankura, hooghly, howrah and North 24 
Parganas, Burdwan and Purulia completed these courses.

C8. Advance Dairy Technology
The South 24 Parganas Panchayat and Rural Development 

Dept., through the National Rural Livelihood Mission 
(NRLM) employed rural youth with the designation ‘Prani 
Mitra’. They are for supporting the farmers, particularly 
the rural women, for income generation through different 
activities of animal resource development. During this 
year, 181 women ‘Prani Mitra’ were gone through 20-day 
course, which includes theoretical and practical learning 
of different aspects of poultry farming, piggery, duckery, 
gotary, animal breed, feed, fodder, health, housing 
management of the dairy etc. The candidates are members 
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of different ShG groups as well as of different Milk cooperative

C9. Seed Production Technology
Seed is one of the most crucial inputs for better agriculture. Quality of seed, regular supply of the quality 

seed and to have proper knowledge about the quality regulation of the seeds are the matter of concern. A 4-day 
training programme on seed production technology was organised during 28 Sept-15- 1st Oct-15. Twenty four 
progressive farmers from all the districts South 24 Parganas, North 24 Pargana, Purba Medinipur and Paschim 
Medinipur of West Bengal attended in that programme. During the programme different relevant aspects of 
seed production like: procedure and gradation of seed; quality of seed etc. were discussed.

C10. Animal Husbandry Training
Experts of veterinary or animal husbandry is not 

easy to be availed of at the door of the farmer, though 
majority of the farm family posses cattle as one of the 
important components of their livelihood. People with 
basic knowledge of animal rearing are in high need in 
the villages , particularly in the districts dominated by 
tribal population. During this financial year 27 rural 
youth of Bankura were trained on the basics of the 
animal husbandry, cattle rearing in particular, during 1-7 
November , 2015. Care of calf, preliminary of Artificial 
Insemination, fodder and feeding, disease management 
etc. were in the curriculum mainly in practical mode. After 
the training, the youth will look after their own cattle as well as they will also support the other neighboring 
farmers in their need.

C11. Programme on Zoonotic Disease
After the breakout of Bird Flue in India, the importance of zoonotic disease became prominent. Massive 

awareness is needed among the community about the diseases of animal which can result epidemic in human 
being also is highly needed. An awareness with participation of trainees Anganwadi, dairy, poultry, etc. was 
organised on 17th July, 2015. Totally 78 participant 
of different districts of West Bengal participated the 
programme.

C12. Package of Agricultural Machinery 
for Paddy Cultivation

 Farmers are facing critical problems in rise of cost of 
cultivation, particularly for labour component and also 
for non-availability of labour in cropping season. Farm 
Mechanisation is one of those areas, which is showing 
light to the farmers for profitability and sustainability of 
production and income. Govt. of West Bengal has taken 
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initiative to go for promotion of farm mechanisation and for that, training of the rural youth has been planned. 
A one-week course has been formulated on ‘Package of agricultural machinery for paddy cultivation’ for the 
rural youth. Under the module, aspects like: status and need of farm mechanization, different tillage operations 
and related machineries, operation of powertiller and rotovator, land leveling equipments, seed drill, fertiliser 
drill, zero tillage machine, pumpset, sprayers etc. are included for practical learning. Besides, new machineries 
like combine harvester etc. are also include. During the reporting period, nine such courses was conducted, 
details of which given below.

Sl. No Dates  Covering District No. of trainees
1 30.11-04.12.2015 Nadia 25
2 07.12-11.12.2015 Nadia 25
3 14.12-18.12.2015 hooghly 25
4 21.12-25.12.2015 hooghly & S 24 pgs 25
5 04.01-08.01.2016 Burdwan 25
6 01.02-05.02.2016 Burdwan 25
7 01.02-05.02.2016 Burdwan & Murshidabad 25
8 08.02-12.02.2016 Murshidabad & S 24 pgs 25
9 08.02-12.02.2016 Murshidabad & S 24 pgs 25

Nine Programmes 175

D. Training for Progressive and Demonstrator Farmers
Last few years the Agriculture Dept. Govt. of West 

Bengal has taken an important step to orient the 
progressive farmers of all sectors through a formal 5-day 
skill development course with an objective to improve 
the production as well productivity for better livelihood 
of the farm families. This formal 5-day course is to orient 
the farmers to different improved technologies. Different 
up dated farm technologies like cultivation practices of 
pulses and oilseeds, SRI and drum-seeder technologies 
of rice culture, vermicomposting, upgrading of fruit 
trees through grafting, non-chemical pest management 
concept, efficient water utilization in plants, Mushroom 
cultivation etc. are included in the 5-day training module 

for women farmers on the basis of their need. Some current relevant issues like crop insurance, scope of use 
of ICT at village level for agricultural information, orientation on flagship scheme, SHG formation and its 
commercial mobilization etc. are also oriented. Update information related to Kissan Call centre, Tathya Mitra 
Kendra information kiosk are also provided to the farmers during the course. The course includes concept 
building and practical/ demonstration and exposure visits. During this financial year a total of 10 such courses 
were conducted in which 300 female farmers (all) were trained from three districts of West Bengal.
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No. of 
Training Dates Male female SC ST Others Total 

District 
covered

10

15-19 Feb; 22-26 Feb; 29 Feb-04 
March; 29 Feb-04 March; 4-8 March; 
07-11 March ;07-11 March ;15-19 
March; 14-18 March; 14-18 March-16

- 300 96 8 53 300
South 24 Pgs, 
Birbhum, 
Murshidabad

E. Field Level Training Programmes & Exposure Visit
Off campus field programmes of the institutes are often organised on the basis of situation, particularly on 

the basis of call from the farmers and to address relevant issues of agriculture of a particular area. During the 
financial year 2015-16, field training programmes were organized in different villages, mainly for the farmers 
or members of the Farmers’ Interest Groups covering major areas like – package of practices of oilseed, 
mustard cultivation, Pest & disease management of oilseed crops etc..

Totally nine programmes were conducted in different villages in, South 24parganas, Paschim Medinipur, 
Purba Medinipur covering 548 farmers out of which 109 were women farmers. Details of the programme is 
given below.

Sl. 
No. Date Subject Venue

Participants
Male Female Total

1 1/7/2015 Farmers’ Training Champahati, South 24 
Parganas 34 16 50

2 2/7/2015 Farmers training Joynagar, South 24 
Parganas 32 18 50

3 3/7/2015 Farmers Training Karanjali, South 24 
Pargaans 35 15 50

4 10-Oct-15 Package of practices of oilseed crops Kanpur, Kulpi 30 18 48

5 25-Nov-15 Mustard Cultivation Ampul, Kulpi 41 9 50

6 16-Dec-15 Package of practices of oilseed 
production

Satpati, Abas, Paschim 
Medinipur 64 17 81

7 17-Dec-15 Package of practices of oilseed 
production

Bhaudia, Abas, Paschim 
Medinipur 50 16 66

8 18-Dec-15 Package of practices of oilseed 
production

Parakata, Keshpur, 
Paschim Medinipur 81  81

9 19-Dec-15 Pest & disease management of oilseed 
crops

Senkati, Keshpur, Paschim 
Medinipur 72  72

 9 Programmes  439 109 548

Three exposure visit programmes were arranged for participants in which 160 visitors (45female) visited 
different technologies demonstrated in workshop, ploy house, dairy and farm within the Ashrama campus. The 
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detail programme is given below.

Date Title Origin
No.

Total
Male Female

09.09.2015 Exposure visit of KPS trainees ATC - Chinsurah 60  60

12.12.2015 Exposure visit of Student Vivekananda Women College of zoology 
dept.  45 45

21.12.2015 Exposure visit of Student Narasingha Dutt college of zoology dept. 55  55
 3 Progs.  115 45 160

F. Agricultural Exhibition & Agricultural Mela
The Agricultural Training Centre, erstwhile, Gram Sevak Training Centre, was established on 20th January, 

1967. Every year, centering 20th January, the Annual Celebration of the Agricultural Training Centre is held. In 
that sense, this year was a special year, the starting of the Golden Jubilee year, and inaugural celebrations of 
the Golden Jubilee year were held during 17-20th January, 2016.

At 11.30 am on 17th January, Sri Purnendu Bose, hon’ble Minister In Charge of Agriculture inaugurated the 
programme. Sri Manturam Pakhira, hon’ble Minister of State of Sundarban Development was also present on 
that occasion. Sri Pradip Mazumdar, Advisor to the Chief Minister on Agriculture honoured the occasion by 
his valuable presence.

Swami Sarvagananda, Secretary of the Ramakrishna Mission Ashrama, Narendrapur welcomed all the 
dignitaries and told the audience of the importance of being on the milestone like 50 years of an institute 
like Agricultural Training Centre of the Ashrama. Sri Purnendu Bose, told about the speciality of this centre 
being within Ramakrishna Mission. Sri Manturam Pakhira mentioned the dedicated work of the Mission on 
agriculture in Sudarban area for decades. Sri Mazumdar told about farmer centric activities and dedication of 
ATC to serving the farmers.

On the occasion of the Golden Jubilee a documentary film on “50 years walk with the ideals of Swami 
Vivekananda” giving a sense of history, development, achievement and future of the ATC. With lot of historic 
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facts, valuable old photographs and movies along with documents, the documentary becomes attractive to 
listeners. The views of ex-trainees, staff members, farmers, entrepreneurs, Minister, Director, Advisor and 
Secretary-Ramakrishna Mission added much values to the documentary.

A booklet on “Agricultural Training Centre, Narendrapur: A dedicated 50 years journey towards agricultural 
development” was also inaugurated by Sri Manturam Pakhira. The Annual Report of the Agricultural Training 
Centre and SAMETI, the ‘Reflection’ for the year 2014-15 was opened by Sri Pradip Mazumdar.

At around 12.30 pm on that day, the Celebration was inaugurated by lighting the holy lamp and offering 
‘Floral Arghya’ to Sri Ramkrishna amidst among the chanting by the monks. The dignitaries visited the main 
exhibition on “Agriculture and Human Resource Development”, the vegetatable-fruit show, display of the 
IRDM Faculty centre students, display of the Sassya Shyamala Krishi Vigyan Kendra and exhibitions of other 
different units. The main exhibition displayed with more than 25 coloured and informative posters, models, live 
specimens, scope with direct consultation with successful agri-entre-preneurs; video presentation on different 
new and innovative technologies and consultation with the agricultural experts became very attractive to the 
visitors.

The Vegetable-fruit show, mainly the agri-produce grown by the trained farmers of the surrounding districts, 
contained totally more than 400 entries of about 40 types and varities of vegetables and 20 fruits was one of 
the centre of attraction of the exhibition arena.

Both the Ministers jointly opened the ‘Vivekananda Krishi Parisheba Kendra’ , an initiative on the occasion 
of the Golden Jubilee of the Agricultural Training Centre for different services like different information 
related to Agriculture, horticulture, Animal husbandry, Fishery etc.; print materials, seedlings, grafted plants, 
ornamental plants, flowers, mushroom spawn etc. to the daily visitors at the Ashrama as well as the farmers.

The attraction of Day-2 was mainly the Seminar on ‘Agriculture and human Resource Development’. The 
main speakers were Dr. Dibyandu Sen, former Director of Extension Education , Bidhan Chandra Krishi 
Viswa Vidyalaya; Dr. Sankar Acharya, Professor of Agricultural Extension, Bidhan Chandra Krishi Viswa 
Vidyalaya and Swami Sandarshanananda, veteran monk of the Ramakrishna Mission order. Dr. Sen spoke 
on the subject “Emerging issues in Indian Agriculture and HRD ”. He mentioned the major challenges like: 
Need to increasing productivity, increasing demand to maintain quality and Phytosanitary Standards (SPS) 
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of produce’ Technical Barriers to Trade (TBT), ensuring standard income of the farm families, ensuring 
sustainability through conservation and enhancement of ecological foundation like land, water, forests and 
biodiversity and establishment of market linkages of production system. he also analysed all the aspects in 
details and focused on probable issues to mitigate the challenges.

Swami Sandarshananda on his speech on “Swami Vivekananda and Human Resource Development”, 
mainly emphasized on the nature of education that must go through fundamental transformation and follow 
the inspirational vision of Swami Vivekananda, who advocated “Bottom-up Approach” of overall growth of 
the society and manpower. he also mentioned the need of both vertical and horizontal growth of the human 
resources.

Prof S. Acharya talked on “Transformation of Human resources in Agriculture: The Skills and Creative 
Mind”. he narrated the horrible situation of Indian farmers with two lack suicide cases in last ten years and 40 
percent of them are in debt. he emphasized on : ‘empowering one human resource by other human resource’ 
and ‘Farmer’s security will come after food security’. he indicated the barriers to such development as: 
small fragmented land holders, deficit in investment, credit &infrastructure, absence of proper research in 
extension, market deficit, diversification deficit and deficit in number of institution etc. He highlighted on 
the transformation of human resource through: cognitive up gradation, motor learning, motivational drive 
and perceptual growth.

More than 100 extension functionaries, grass root level extension workers, progressive farmers, scholars 
etc. participated the seminar. After presentation of the lecture from the resource person, the participants 
interacted their views with the resource person and moderator.

The Day-3 contained two important events: Golden Jubilee Meet in the pre lunch session and the Prize 
distribution in the after lunch session.

In the Golden Jubilee Meet, about 150 former and present students and staff members, former Directors 
of Agriculture etc. joined. In the morning, the meet was started with a ‘Tug of War’ between the ex-students 
and present students/ staff members. In the meet, Swami Viswamayananda, Ex assistant of this Ashrama; 
two former Directors of Agriculture (Dr. Ajit Kumar pal and Dr. Suvendudeb Chattopadhyay) and three 
former Deputy Directors of Agriculture (Training- hQ) (Sri Sukhendu Adhikari, Sri Gadadhar Parua, Sri 
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Sibabrata Ghatak) and present Deputy Director of Agriculture (Training- hQ), Sri Amitava Ganguly talked 
on the role played by ATC, Narendrapur at their time. Many of them discussed on the future prospects of 
the institution. Swami Deveswarananda, Assistant Secretary, Ramakrishna Mission Ashrama, Narendrapur 
expressed his well wishes for a successful year of Golden Jubilee of ATC, Narendrapur. The ex-students, ex-
staff members also presented their reminiscence at their time. Swami Viswamayananda, presently, Secretary 
of the Ramakrishna Mission Ashrama, Sargachhi, in his Presidential address, talked on the vision of Swami 
Vivekananda in relation to the development of the rural mass, particularly development of India centering 
the Farmers and agriculture. All the members present in the meet were presented with a memnto, a book on 
ATC, Narendrapur and a CD on the history and development of on ATC, Narendrapur.

In the afternoon session, ‘Prize distribution ceremony’ was held in the Conference hall of ATC. On this 
occasion, Smt. Madhumita Chowdhury, Agriculture Commissioner, Dept. of Agriculture, Govt. of West 
Bengal Presided over the Ceremony. Sri Amitava Ganguly, Deputy Director of Agriculture (Training-hQ), 
South 24 Pgs, Govt. of West Bengal and Sri Sanjay Bhattacharyya, Project Director of ATMA, South 24 
Parganas, Govt. of West Bengal act as guest of honour. More than 200 farmers, who displayed their quality 
agri/ horti produces in the ‘Vegetable- Fruit Show’, were encouraged with prizes. The first three rank holders 
of the ‘Post Graduate Diploma in Agricultural Extension Management (PGDAEM)’ and also of the ‘6-month 
Pre-service KPS Course’ of Narendrapur were awarded with certificate of merit and memento. A slide 
show presenting the activities of successful farmers and entrepreneurs was made on this occasion. Eight 
successful agri-entrepreneurs, who are going forward creating examples, were encouraged with certificate 
and memento. The successful beneficiary of the ‘Bio-village’ programme and ISOPOM/ NMOOP were also 
honored. One organization, successfully supporting the extension programme was also awarded on this 
occasion.

All the dignitaries in their address encouraged the awardees and inspire them to move further step to create 
bigger example for the society.

During the four days, cultural programmes, mainly based on rural culture were organized every day in the 
afternoon and evening. In four days, more than one lakh visitors including, farmers, agricultural and other 
students, scholars, technical persons, scientists, policy makers and obviously general people visited the 
exhibitions and participated in different events.
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 II SpECIaL aCadEmIC EXTENSION COuRSES

A. Post-Graduate Diploma in Agricultural Extension Management 
(PGDAEM)

Continuous up gradation of knowledge and skill of the existing functionaries is one of the crucial 
considerations for development of any organization/ institute/ Govt. system as the days are changing now in 
very fast speed with respect to technology, information, idea, concept, research findings etc. along with socio-
politico-economic situation of a country or state. Development of India is largely dependent on progress of 
agriculture and for that reason agriculture has been given importance since our independence. As agriculture 
is an ever-changing subject and the change is found to be contrasting in last two decades, a paradigm shift in 
mode of delivery in extension is essential to cope up with the situation. Naturally, Govt. has taken due step in 
order to bridge this ever increasing gap in knowledge of the extension functionaries through a well-thought 
National level course on Post Graduate Diploma in Agricultural Extension Management (PGDAEM) through 
the National Institute of Extension Management(MANAGE), hyderabad. It is expected that the diploma would 
create a professional cadre of farm advisors in the country who eventually would take forward the agenda of 
agricultural extension.

National Institute of Agricultural Extension Management (MANAGE) has launched the Post Graduate 
Diploma in Agricultural Extension Management in the academic year 2007-08 especially for the public 
extension functionaries in distance learning mode. The programme is sponsored by Dept. of Agriculture and 
Cooperation, Ministry of Agriculture, Govt. of India. In the first phase, the programme would cover extension 
personnel from the districts where Agricultural Technology Management Agencies (ATMAs) have already 
been established and functioning effectively.

With the broad objective of creation of professional cadres of farm advisors in the country who eventually 
would take forward the agenda of agricultural extension in pragmatic and future mode, the SAMETI, 
Narendrapur has been conducting this one year model course for the technical officers of the state since 
2007-08 sessions along with the other states of the country. A thorough orientation, conceptualization and to 
some extent practice in the sectors of Agricultural extension system, Communication, Economic globalization 
- agricultural trades, Principles of Management, Participatory planning, Market-led extension, Agricultural 
business and entrepreneurship development, Project management, Use of ICT, Sustainable development 
approach in agriculture and allied sectors etc are the main objective of the course. For every module, the 
participants produces an assignment after going through field/ practical work and towards the end of the course 
a total project is submitted. Enthusiastic and steadily increasing response has been received from the Govt. 
employees of the sectors of Agriculture, horticulture, Fisheries, Animal husbandry, Agricultural marketing, 
Banking sectors etc.

Specific Course Objectives:
• To enhance the techno-managerial competence of extension functionaries.
• To acquaint the extension functionaries on the latest developments in the field of agricultural extension.
• To equip the extension functionaries with latest tools and techniques for participatory decision making.
• To develop an insight into various extension models to enrich the agri-value chain.

“The Man who works for others, without any selfish motive, really does good to himself.” 
 – Sri Ramakrishna
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Course Structure and Contents:
The programme has 32 credits and is being offered in two 

semesters. 1st semester is with 14 credits and 2nd semester is 
of 18 credits. One credit is equal to 30 hours of study. The 
programme will have five courses plus five assignments 
one in each course in the 1st semester and five courses with 
one assignment in each course plus a project work in the 2nd 
semester.

The programme is supported with printed reading material, 
e-learning resources (Pre-Recorded DVD module) and 
Lecture series-cum-contact classes. The Lecture series-cum-
contact classes are organised at SAMETIs for five days in each semester, well in advance of the commencement 
of examinations.

STUDY MATERIAL
Semester I
1 Course 101: Introduction to Agricultural Extension Management (4 credits)
2 Course 102: Communication and Diffusion of Agricultural Innovations (3 credits)
3 Course 103: Principles and Practices of Extension Management (3 credits)
4 Course 104: Participatory Approaches in Agricultural Extension (2 credits)
5 Course 105: Research Methods in Agricultural Extension (2 credits)
Semester II
1 Course 201: Market led Extension (4 credits)
2 Course 202: Agri-Business and Entrepreneurship Development (3 credits)
3 Course 203: Project Mangement in Agricultural Extension (2 credits)
4 Course 204: Information and Communication Technologies for Agriculture Development (3 credits)
5 Course 205: Sustainable Livelihood in Agriculture (3 credits)
6 Course 206: Project Work (3 credits)

“You can’t cross the sea merely by standing and staring at the water.” 
 – Rabindranath Tagore
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The course started in the September, 2007 with 29 enrollment 
from all the allied departments. After that the enrolment 
fluctuated but since 2011-12 the stiff rise in enrollment has 
been noticed. In the year (2014-15 batch) showed enrolment 
of 175 candidates and that is mainly due to the enrolment of 
the newly recruited ATMA functionaries in the state. This year 
(2015-16 batch) 134 candidates enrolled for PGDAEM course. 
Till the last batch (2014-15), 339 candidates out of 461 (about 
74 percent) candidates completed the course. Most of the 
uncompleted cases are due to the engagement of functionaries 
during the time of examination in consecutive emergency work 
in the situation like drought, flood, election duty etc.

B. Diploma in Agricultural Extension Service for Input-Dealers 
(DAESI)

One-year duration Diploma course for the agri-input dealers has been started at SAMETI since 24th August, 
2013. The 2nd batch of course started from 16th October, 2014. The course is guided by the ‘National Institute 
for Agricultural Extension Management (MANAGE)’, hyderabad with the approval of Govt. of India.

Goal and Objectives
The course is to equip the dealers who are engaged in agricultural input supply along with advisory to the 

farmers, with the knowledge on basic agriculture targeting improved agricultural extension services and their 
better business and ultimately leading to agricultural growth.

Background
• There is a large network of about 2.82 lakh Agri-Input Dealers in the country
• Farmers have a very close relation and access to the dealers regularly and they use to receive different 

suggestions/ recommendations on agricultural from them
• Most of the input dealers have hardly any agricultural education and so unintentionally percolates in-

effective recommendation, leading to increase cost of cultivation, pollution and other problems.

“Finish the few duties you have at hand, and then you will have peace.” 
 – Sri Ramakrishna
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Bridging the Gap
• To bridge the gap and also by feeling the urgency of formal education of agri-input selling persons, Govt. 

of India through National Institutes of Agricultural Extension Management (MANAGE), hyderabad, 
initiated the course ‘Diploma in Agricultural Extension Service for the Input-dealers (DAESI), in the 
country.

Action
For the state of West Bengal, SAMETI of the state took initiatives to conduct the course for the input dealers 

of West Bengal and the SAMETI, Ramakrishna Mission Ashrama, Narendrapur, Kolkata- 700103 has been 
declared by MANAGE, hyderabad as the Nodal Training Institute for the State.
Centers conducting the DAESI Courses in under West Bengal NTI
SAMETI, Ramakrishna Mission Ashrama, Narendrapur, Kolkata - 700103

SAMETI is for the hRD of the extension functionaries 
related to the Dept. of Agriculture and allied sector. SAMETI, 
Narendrapur is originally the Agricultural Training Centre 
(ATC), a sponsored institute of Dept. of Agriculture, Govt. 
of West Bengal run under the management of Ramakrishna 
Mission Ashrama, Narendrapur, Kolkata- 700 103. This ATC 
was nominated as the SAMETI for the state of West Bengal 
by State and Central Govt. in the year 2005. The ATC was 
established in the year 1967 mainly with the objective of 
capacity building of grass root level extension worker as well 
as farmers of the state. The Ramakrishna Mission Ashrama, 
Narendrapur, is one of the 173 branch centres (in India and 
abroad) of Ramakrishna Mission and Ramakrishna Math, being head quarter at Belur Math, howrah, West 
Bengal. Ramakrishna Mission was established by Swami Vivekananda himself in the year 1897 with the motto 
of “atmano mokshrtham jagaddhitaya cha” (for one’s own liberation and for the welfare of the world). ATC/ 
SAMETI, Narendrapur is one of the 16 institutes of the Narendrapur Ashrama within its 150 acres campus.

Ramkrishna Ashrama Krishi Vigyan Kendra, Nimpith, South 24 Parganas, PIN-743338
The Ramkrishna Ashram Krishi Vigyan Kendra, Nimpith, 

an unit of Sri Ramkrishna Ashram, Nimpith, is one of the 
oldest KVKs in India, financed by ICAR and was established 
in the year 1979. The Ramkrishna Ashram Krishi Vigyan 
Kendra, Nimpith, is one of the oldest KVKs in the country 
dedicated to the upliftment of overall agriculture scenario of 
the district South 24 Parganas of West Bengal. The Krishi 
Vigyan Kendra, since its inception in 1979, played an 
important role in showcasing location specific technology 
assessment, refinement and dissemination through farmer 
participation and farmer first approach. To mention a few, 

“All the wealth of the world cannot help one little Indian village if the people are not taught to help 
themselves” 

 – Swami Vivekananda
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technologies like Land Shaping & rainwater harvesting, Ail cultivation, ornamental fish and ornamental bird 
rearing, hi-tech Pan Boroz, etc., developed by the KVK has revolutionized the concept of farming in 
different blocks of the district. The KVK, an ISO 9001:2008 certified organization, has been awarded the 
“Best KVK” in the country by the ICAR in 2013.

Difference Created
At the beginning of the course, the knowledge of 

participants was evaluated through few very simple 
questions. Two of them were very indicative-

Q1. Carbendazin can control rice stemborer effectively: 
True/ False (to check whether they are in position to 
distinguish between insecticide, fungicide etc. as per their 
function)

Q2. For higher production of pulse crop, higher dose 
of nitrogen is essential : True/ False (to check awareness 
about crop –nutrient relationship)

At the end of the course same type of questions were given. The results given above.

Mode of Teaching/ Learning
• Class on a day of every week, generally Thursday (as convenient of the dealers) for 52 weeks

■ Each class day generally contains: Practical hours (morning/ before lunch session) and Theory (after 
lunch session)

■ Cover all the possible crop being in the field with observation of crop growth, pest incidence at a week 
interval

■ Visits to different laboratories related to studies
■ Visit of Institutions/ organisation related to studies
■ Visit of success stories/ model farms
■ Collection of specimen (insect, disease, weed etc.), preservation and study

Men are more valuable than all the wealth of the world 
 – Anonymous
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■ Continuous data generation on market price of agril commodity etc.
■ Record of Farmers problems related to plant protection etc. at their shop and verification of 

recommendations etc. in the class on regular basis.

“Be the change that you wish to see in the world.” 
 – Mahatma Gandhi

SUPPORTS  IN DIFFERENT ASPECTS

MANAGE, Hyderabad

SAMETI–West Bengal

SAMETI–West Bengal Krishi Vigyan Kendras

Directorate of Agriculture  
(Input Sections)

Project Director,  
ATMA

Different Input  
Dealers

Directorate of Agriculture  
(Training Section)

DAC, Govt. of India ATARI, Kolkata,  ICAR

DAESI  
Course in  

West Bengal
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“Trade increases the wealth and glory of a country; but its real strength and stamina are to be 
looked for among the cultivators of the land.” 

 –1 st Earl of Chatham, William Pitt
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C. AGRI - CLINIC & AGRI - BUSINESS CENTRE (AC-ABC)
State Agricultural Management & Extension Training Institute (SAMETI), Ramakrishna Mission Ashrama, 

Narendrapur, Kolkata: 700 103 has been declared as Nodal Training Institute since 2013 for conducting 2-month 
“Fully Sponsored Professional Residential” Training Course on ‘Agri Clinics & Agri Business Centres (AC 
& ABC)’ under the Agri Clinic & Agri Business Centre Scheme of Department of Agriculture & Cooperation, 
Ministry of Agriculture, Govt. of India, in collaboration with National Institute of Agricultural Extension 
Management (MANAGE), hyderabad.

The objectives of the scheme are
• Generation of employment through self initiative with agriculturally educated rural youths
• Support to public extension system through the trained agri-preneurs to cater local needs
• To support agricultural development

The Agriculturally educated youths are trained for 2-months and after completion of the training they go for 
establishment of the Agri-Business Centres with good scope of bank loan in subsidy mode.

Agri-Clinics are envisaged to provide expert advice and services to farmers on various technologies including 
soil health, cropping practices, plant protection, crop insurance, post harvest technology and clinical services 
for animals, feed and fodder management, prices of various crops in the market etc. which would enhance 
productivity of crops/animals and ensure increased income to farmers.

Agri-Business Centres: Agri-Business Centres are commercial units of agri-ventures established by trained 
agriculture professionals. Such ventures may include maintenance and custom hiring of farm equipment, sale 
of inputs and other services in agriculture and allied areas, including post harvest management and market 
linkages for income generation and entrepreneurship development.

Supporting the Trainees during training and follow up
Two months training programme with free of cost aims at transforming persons qualified in the field of 

agriculture and allied sectors into agri-entrepreneurs. It is an in intensive capacity building effort maninly 
divided into two categories of activities:

(i) Exposing the trainees into potential agri-ventures in 
their area and providing additional subject matter training 
to refresh their knowledge and skills. Besides motivation, 
training will also concentrate on building communication 
skills, record maintenance, schemes/ programmes from 
where financial assistance is available etc. The basic idea 
is to customize the trainings modules based individual and 
collective needs of the entire group.

(ii) Facilitate the trainees to choose a venture and to prepare 
DPR based on market survey, hands on experience with the 
support of experienced bankers.

Detailed interactions should be arranged with stakeholders 

“Anyone who has never made a mistake has never tried anything new.” 
 – Albert Einstein
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such as farmers, bankers, department officials, input dealers, 
NGOs working in the area.

Identification and analysis of farmers’ problems and 
provision solutions through extension and business 
advisories are focused upon. Assessing technical feasibility 
and financial viability of ventures, hands-on interface with 
the successful entrepreneurs and DPR preparation with 
assistance by experienced bankers as resource persons are 
the other crucial parts of this activity.

 Linkage with Credit Assistance under the scheme would 
be purely credit linked and subject to sanction of the project 

by banks based on economic, viability and commercial considerations. The eligible financial institutions under 
the scheme are different nationalize Banks refinanced from NABARD.

Project Cost/ Loan Ceiling
After successful completion of the 2-month residential training, the trained person will get the opportunity to 

have bank loan with Special NABARD Subsidy (36- 44%) of project cost (up to Rs. 20 lakh individually and 
Rs. 1 crore in group) for doing business with a close follow up and monitoring.

Candidates trained under this Scheme can avail subsidy from any Scheme of Central or State Government 
related to his/her field of agri-business, if it is Beneficial to the candidate. However, subsidy for the same 
project cannot be availed from more than one Scheme by a candidate.

Status of training

Sl. 
No. Date of Course

No. of 
Trainees

No. of estab. 
Unit

Pattern of Investment 
(No. of candidates) Bank Loan 

obtained 
(Lakh)

With 
Bank Loan Self finance

1 30th Jan. to 30th Mar. 2013 28 19 4 15 42.00
2 5th Aug. to 3rd Oct. 2013 35 26 3 23 14.00
3 9th Dec. 2013 to 6th Feb. 2014 29 22 3 18 16.00
4 15th Oct. to 13th Dec. 2013 35 28 4 24 34.00
5 8th Dec. 2014 to 5th Feb. 2015 27 20 2 18 13.00
6. 7th Nov. 2015 to 15th Jan. 2016 31
7. 29th Jan. - 29th Mar. 2016 31

TOTAL 216 115 16 99 119.00

Types of Agri-Business established
So far the agri-ventures are established along with advisory in the area of Dairy, Poultry , Goatery Piggery 

& Agri-clinic, Fishery , Integrated Farming , Custom hiring, Purchasing & selling of Agril. Input & Output 
(Stock business), Fertilizer, Pesticide & Seed Shop and Nursery.

“Let New India a rise – out of the peasants’ cottage, grasping the plough; out of the huts of the 
fisherman, the cobbler, and the sweeper” 

 – Swami Vivekananda
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D. Six-Month Pre-Service KPS Training
History of Gram Sevak and KPS along with history of GSTC/ATC, Narendrapur
For improvement of the agricultural scenario, the grassroot level extension workers of Dept. of Agriculture 

are very crucial. They are the nearest person to provide information and advice directly to the farmers being 
in their area. Recently, the Govt. of West Bengal has initiated recruitment process of the Krishi Prayukti 
Sahayaks (KPS) in different districts. Before final engagement, the candidates are to go through a 6-month 
Pre-service Course, after successful completion of which, the candidates will be place in different districts. 
Ninety six (96) number of KPS trainees including 35 female candidates (M-58/F-35/ Sc-31/ ST-4/ OBC-12/ 
Total Completed-93/ Total Enrolled-96) from the districts of Bankura, Birbhum, Burdwan, Uttar Dinajpur, 
Dakshin Dinajpur, howrah, Nadia, Paschim Medinipur, Purulia, North and South 24 Parganas, Purba 
Medinipur and Malda (13 districts) have been admitted for this 6-month course at ATC, Narendrapur.

In the Inaugural programme of the course on 21st April, 
2015 on the holy day of the Akshay Tritiya, Swami 
Sarvagananda, Secretary of the Ramakrishna Mission  
Ashrama, Narendrapur inaugurated the programme and 
blessed the participants. Sk. Anwar hossain, the Additional 
Director of Agriculture (General); Sri Asish Lahiri, Joint 
Director of Agriculture were present on behalf of the Govt. 
The trainees and faculty members introduce themselves 
and the trainees told about the expectations they have from 
this training. The trainees were introduced with the overall 
course structure and how they will go through the course in 
the coming six months. They were also informed about the 
rules and regulations of the hostels and the overall Ashrama 
campus.

Paper No. Name of the Subject

1 Paper-I Climate, Soils, Manures and Fertilizers

2 Paper-II Soil conservation, Irrigation, Drainage and Agricultural Implements

3 Paper-III Crop husbandry

4 Paper-IV horticulture

5 Paper-V Plant Protection

6 Paper-VI Integrated Farming system and allied activities

7 Paper-VII Agricultural Extension

“Do not afraid; the Master is behind you, and I am, too, as your Mother” 
 – Sarada Devi
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“The best way to find yourself is to lose yourself in the service of others.” 
 – Mahatma Gandhi
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“He alone is the true teacher who is illumined by the light of true knowledge.” 
 –  Sri Ramkrishna

Sri Amitava Ganguly, Deputy Director of Training 
(hQ) visited the KPS training and also address the 
newly admitted trainees on 24th April, 2015. Sri Alik 
Mandal, Additional Director and Sri Asish Lahiri, 
Joint Director of Agriculture were on supervision to 
the progress of the training on 5th May, 2015. and 23rd 
May, 2015 respectively.

Besides the scheduled courses, the trainees were also 
in two special sessions on value education under the 
guidance of Swami Sarvagananda, Secretary of the 
Ashrama.

Exposure visits/ study 
During this six months course,the KPS trainees were on four exposure visits/ study tours. On 19th and 

20th August, 2015 they were at Sri Ramkrishna Ashrama Nimpith and experienced different activities and 
demonstrations of Krishi Vigyan Kendra, like ornamental fish culture, land shaping model of crop cultivation, 
improved poultry cultivation, model of cotton cultivation in saline soil etc. They were also in the Vivekananda 
Institute of Bio-technology of the Ashrama and observed the preparation methodology and demonstrative 

effect of bio-fertiliser, bio-pesticide, azolla culture, 
vermicomposting, mushroom culture etc.

On 24th August, 2015 the trainees visited the Central 
Integrated Pest Management Centre of Govt. of India 
at Salt Lake, Kolkata. Trainees became aware about 
the bio-control methods including mass multiplication 
methods of different egg parasites, larval parasites, 
antagonistic and entomo-pathogenic fungy, bacteria, 
virus etc. A session on implementation of IPM was 
also taken by the expert of the CIPMC. The trainees 
also oriented with the quarantine activities
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“The brain and muscles must develop simultaneously.  
Iron nerves withan intelligent brain – and the whole world is at your feet.” 

 – Swami Vivekananda

To experience on Integrated Farming System (IFS), the trainees were taken to a model IFS farm at Langalberia, 
Sonarpur block on 28th August, 2015. The model is actually functioning as a Farm School under ATMA Scheme 
in the South 24 Parganas district. The visitors learnt about different enterprises, their interrelationships, 
proportions of individual enterprises within lmited resource and being within particular agro-ecological 
situation, recycling of resources within the farm, farm-market relationship and financial aspects of IFS.

On 12th September the trainees were at the Belur Math, Dakshineswar and Science City Museum. Besides 
general aspects of tourism, they were oriented about the value system in our education, society and farming 
society in particular. At Belur Math the trainees visited the Ramakrishna Mission Samaj Sevak Sikshan Mandir, 
where the rural youths are trained on different agro-based rural entrepreneurships like fruit and vegetable 
processing, mushroom cultivation, ornamental bird rearing etc. The visitor trainees were oriented about ‘ideas 
of Swami Vivekananda on rural development’ at the Ramakrishna Mission Vivekananda University.

Farmers Livelihood Survey:
 As a part of the study of the Pre-service KPS course, the trainees were sent to the farm families of different 

area of the state to practice survey of the agricultural practices and livelihood of the farm families. Before 
sending the trainees to the field, a questionnaire was developed by the experts and an orientation about the 
questionnaire as well as survey procedure was given. The compilation of the survey data and preparation of a 
report was also discussed.

The students in the first week of August and also on different holidays approached 10 farm families each and 
surveyed on the aspects like: general aspect of the farm families, agricultural resources, pattern of earning and 
expenditure of the family, soil health including soil test, use of manure and fertilizer; cultural practices for the 
main crops (field crop, orchard, animal husbandry, fishery), production, use and marketing, plant protection 
aspects, agricultural information flow and farmer capacity building, Kisan credit card, Kissan call centre use, 
farm machinery use, supports from agriculture and allied departments’ and major problems of the farmers. 
After completion of the survey, the trainees submitted 10 filled up survey schedule, compilation sheet along 
with a report on the survey.

A 2-day special training course of the KPS trainees was organized on ‘IT based Matir Katha Extension Tools’ 
during 14-15 September, 2015. On the 5th September, 2015 all the trainees joined their hand in organizing 

and celebrating the ‘Janmasthami Utsav’ at their Srikrishna 
Bhavan hostel. On 9th September, 2015, all the trainees 
participated in a ‘Blood Donation Camp’ organized at ATC 
building. The trainees supported to organize the camp and 
more than 30 trainees including female candidates donated 
their blood.

Teachers’ Day was celebrated on 11th September, 2015, 
(as 5th September was with Janmasthami utsav). Swami 
Sarvagananda, Secretary of the Ashrama; Smt. Madhumita 
Chowdhury, Special Secretary, Dept. of Agriculture and Sri 
Amitava Ganguly, Deputy Director of Agriculture graced 
the chairs on that occasion. The students paid homage to  
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“One should desire of God desirelessness. Desire is the obstacle to liberation.” 
 – Sri Sarada Devi

Dr. Sarvapalli Radha Krshinan, Dr. A.P.J.Abdul Kalam and other teachers through song, recitation, discussion, 
speech etc.

After six months training on different aspects of 
agriculture through theoretical, practical, exposure visits 
and survey of the farmers; 93 candidates have successfully 
completed the course. On 23rd December, 2015 a ‘Certificate 
Giving Ceremony’ for the passed out KPS trainees of ATC, 
Narendrapur was arranged. hon’ble Minister in Charge, 
Agriculture, Sri Purnendu Bose, was present on that 
occasion. Other dignitaries Sri P. Majumder, Adviser to CM 
on Agriculture; Dr. P. Bhattacharya, Director of Agriculture, 
Govt. of West Bengal, and Sri Amitava Ganaguli, Deputy 
Director of Agriculture, Training (hQ) were also present on 
that occasion of certificate giving ceremony. In his address, 
MIC Agriculture, told the KPS about their importance in West Bengal agriculture and offers his blessing to the 
students. Swami Sarvagananda, Secretary, Ramakrishna Mission Ashrama, Narendrapur offer his blessings and 
inspired the trainees for their sincere service towards the farming community. Other dignitaries also expressed 
their happiness for the success of the trainees and also success in their future working life.

4
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24
27

25

40 - 50 % 51 - 60% 61 - 70% 71 - 80% More than 80% 

Result 
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 III agRICuLTuRaL EXTENSION SERVICE

A. Animal Resource Development – Training, Demonstration & 
Extension

Agriculture and Animal husbandry are very closely associated with each other and incase of rural farmers 
this is an undivided sector. For the training, demonstration, exposure visit and overall capacity building of 
the stakeholders the Animal husbandry (Ah) Unit within our Ashrama is considered important unit for ATC/
SAMETI.

Training Issues
The important courses dealt by this unit are related 

to Dairy development, Poultry development, Green 
fodder development, health and hygiene of the animal, 
General and Scientific maintenance of Animal Farm; 
Breeding development, specially Artificial insemination; 
Entrepreneurship development through animal husbandry 
and Animal Farm management.

Units Under Animal Husbandry
The above courses are directly supported by the well 

maintained units like – Dairy Farm, Poultry Farm, Green 
Fodder Land, Bio-gas Plant, Vermicompost Unit etc.

Dairy Unit
The existing dairy unit is an asset for pertaining quality training. This unit includes pure breed of Gir as well 

as several cross breeds of well maintained Pe-digree. The cross breeds includes holstein-Frizian (hF) x Gir; 
hF x Sahiwal (S)’ Jersey x Gir and Jersey x Sahiwal. The dairy stock at a glance is given below:

Table-I
Sl. No. Cattle No.

1 Milch Cow 58
2 Dry Pregnant cow 10
3 Training Cow 5
4 Pregnant heifer 5
5 heifer above 18 M 8
6 heifer above 12 M 8
7 heifer above 6 M 10
8 heifer below 6 M 5
9 Male Calf below 10 M 11

Total 120

“As long as I live, so long do I learn.” 
 – Sri Ramakrishna
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“I tell you one thing - if you want peace of mind, don not fault with others.” 
 – Sarada Devi

The bio-security and scientific disease control are the two main factors for this well maintained dairy. The 
Bio-security and Disease control becomes standard for the dairy for West Bengal.

Table-II (Bio-security)
Sl. 
No.

Test frequency 
per year

1 Milch test for Mastitis 4 times

2 Blood test for Brucellosis Once

3 Blood test for IBR Once

4 Blood test for Protozoa Once

5 Tuberculin test for Tuberculosis Once

6 Stool Examination for Endo-Parasites Thrice

7 Disinfectant Spray in Cattle Sheds Once in a week

8 Use of Bio-waste materials in 3 Bio-gas 
plants

Table-III (Disease Control)
Sl. 
No.

Preventive measures frequency 
per year

1 Vaccination against B.Q., h.S, Anthrax Once

2 Vaccination against F.M.D. Twice

3 Vaccination against Theileria Once

4 Blood test for Diagnosis of diseases Once

5 Routine De-worming 4 times

The average daily milk production of the unit is 500 kg. 
with average 4.8 percent fat and average 8.75 percent SNF (Solid Net Fat), becomes a subject to the dairy 
management students and entrepreneurs.

The University students from WBUAFS and also IRDM Faculty Centre use to come to the unit regular 
basis to learn the dairy technologies and management. The production serves the student of the Ashrama. A 
major share goes to the dairy workers also the children, aged persons and ailing persons of the surrounding 
communities.

Poultry Unit
A folk of 300 birds are maintained in ‘All out system’ mainly coinciding with training courses. Generally 

‘White Leg Horn’ is reared as broiler to demonstrate scientific poultry rearing targeting entrepreneurship 
development by the rural youth and women ShGs.
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“Let New India a rise-out of the peasants’ cottage, grasping the plough; out of the huts of the 
fisherman, the cobbler, and the sweeper” 

 – Swami Vivekananda

Green Fodder Cultivation
The Ah unit emphasizes to feed its animal mainly on Green Fodder. The unit fully utilizes its land through 

continuous cultivation of hybrid Napier, Para Grass and on seasonal basis on Maize, Cowpea, Berseam, Oats 
etc. The visiting farmers and the trainees directly learn about cultivation of green fodder and its importance.

Other Units
The Gobargas (Biogas) Plant and Vermicompost is an attached unit and an integrated part of the A.h. 

Farm Management. The dairy workers use the gobargas as light and fuel throughout the year, while the 
vermicompost goes to the Ashrama Farm, vegetable garden of the workers of Ah units and also to the 
farmers of the surrounding areas. Both the units act as demonstration and training component of the learning 
trainees.

Extension Work
Throughout the year the Ah Unit serves the farmers of the surrounding villages as well as the farmers of far 

districts.

The thrust areas of extension and performance are given below:

Improvement of the local cattle breed through cross-breeding.• 
Practical oriented training to the youth for self-employment.• 
Establishment of small, medium and large sized livestock farms.• 
Additional income generation for rural women through rearing of Cow, Goat, Poultry and Ducks in Low-• 
cost technology.
Distribution of green fodder seeds/cutting.• 

Table-IV (Extension Performance)

No. of cows artificially inseminated for breed up-
gradation 240

No. of farmers provided advice for technology 
development 341

Vaccination to cows against Foot & Mouth Disease 460

No. of poultry bird vaccinated for F-1 RD 800

No. of animal treated for Deworming 685

Distribution of No. of Green fodder cuttings to the 
farmers 6,500

Clical test against Mastitis disease of cow 290

Support to the Production & distribution of 
Vermicompost (ton) 9.25
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“I slept and dreamt that life was joy. I awoke and saw that life was service.I acted and behold, 
service was joy.” 

 – Rabindranath Tagore

B: Soil Testing Laboratory
Soil is the base of agriculture. It provides major number of nutrients as well as water. In the era of sustainability 

soil is the most important component for production of agricultural crops and also for the standard of livelihoods 
for lakhs of farmers in India and world. Unlike previous decades, soil is now considered as a living matter. 
Sustainability of agricultural production largely depends on the sustainability of soil health and fertility to a 
great extent. Soil testing is the base for management decisions about fertilizer requirements. Naturally use 
of fertilizers, manures, soil amendments, micro-nutrients must be based on the need of the respective soil; 
otherwise cost of cultivation will increase rapidly as well the soil health will deteriorate.

 Fertilizers such as NPK, lime or gypsum are recommended to improve soil fertility. Fertilizer application, 
which is based on soil testing, usually leads to an increase in yields and profits by providing the correct 
amounts of needed nutrients. It also leads to balance application of nutrients in a field. As nutrient availability 
becomes less variable, the crop growth is more uniform. Regular soil testing also contributes to environmental 
sustainability as the use of excess fertilizers can be avoided. It provides an opportunity to the farmer to have a 
clear idea about the fertility level of the tested land and the status of plant nutrient elements.

The institute has a modern soil testing laboratory, providing service to the farming community to know their 
soil quality. Testing of soil covers - ph of soil, electrical conductivity, organic carbon, available phosphorus 
and potassium. During last one year 794 soil samples have been tested. The institute took an initiative to 
establish small soil testing laboratories at village level with the support from Dept. of horticultural, Govt. of 
West Bengal. The village organization (registered under society act) closely associated with rural development 
activities of Ramakrishna Mission were selected for such venture.

The objectives are –
To create awareness about soil health and importance of soil testing among the farmers• 

To create minimum infrastructure at village level for soil testing at the doorstep of the farmers.• 

To provide speedy feedback and recommendation to the farmers.• 

The Major Instruments provided to the field laboratories are
 i) Ph meter  v) Shaker

ii) EC meter  vi) Electronic Balance

iii) Calorimeter  viii) Distilled water plant

iv) Flame photo meter.

Type of analysis done
i) Routine Analysis Done (ph, EC, Organic Carbon % , Available P kg/h, Available K kg/h, lime requirement, 

gypsum requirement)

Process of collection of soil sample
Sample collection through Rural development infrastructure, clubs, S.h.G., individuals etc.
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“Science without religion is lame, religion without science is blind.” 
 –  Albert Einstein

No. of laboratories situated. – 5 nos.
Burdwan Deepan Yuba Ghosthi; Block Khandakosh

Sahid Khudiram Srmiti Sangha, Keshpurs, Midnapore (W)

Kansabati Guchha Samity, Midnapore (W) Block – 
Panskura

Sagar Mongal – 24 pgs (S), Block – Sagar

Patharpratima – 24 pgs(S) Block – Pathar Pratima

How are responses from the location?
Initially the responses of the Farmers were very low 

because of the gap of communication.

Later on with Awareness camp in the area and also getting feedback from benefitted farmers, the number of 
sample is increasing gradually. In this financial year 2015-16 of the reporting period the following number of 
samples were tested and recommendation given.

Burdwan Deepan Yuba Ghosthi; Block Khandakosh 100

Sahid Khudiram Srmiti Sangha, Keshpurs, Midnapore (W) 150

Kansabati Guchha Samity, Midnapore (W), Block – Panskura 159

Sagar Mongal – 24 Pgs (S), Block – Sagar  35

Patharpratima – 24 Pgs (S), Block – Pathar Pratima 230

In the financial year 2015-16, 1486 numbers of soil samples have been tested by all the soil testing 
laboratories.

C. Custom Service Unit
The workshop wing / custom service unit is an important wing if the institute. It is run by the technical 

guidance of several qualified personnel and experienced manpower. The basic objectives of the unit are:

i) To heap the farmers by providing technical expertise & 
extension service on agricultural implements & technology.
ii) To provide various custom hiring services to farmers in 
reasonable rate.
iii) To promote agricultural mechanization in urban areas 
also in addition to rural area.

The unit is well equipped with several manual and power 
operate modern agriculture implements such as tractor (3), 
power tiller (2), trolley (1), cultivation (1), reaper (1), pump 
set (many), mist blower (1), engine operated & prayer (1), 
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“The best way to find yourself is to lose yourself in the service of others.” 
 – Mahatma Gandhi

battery operated sprayer (1), manual transplanter (1), drum seeder (1), seed treatment drum (1), tools (adequate), 
cono weeder (1) petrol engine (1), twin wheel hoe (2), seed drill (1), mould board plough (1), twin wheel hoe 
(2), seed drill (1), mould board plough (1), dry land weeder (1), sweep cultivator (1), seed cum fertilizer drill 
(1), seed grader (1) etc.

The unit activity engaged with different types of services e.g. imparting training to farmers, farmers sons, 
rural youth, officers & extension functionaries of different categories, tillage tractor drawn implements, tillage 
& pudding by power tiller both in campus & off campus, 
providing trolley towards transport for farmers. The unit 
is also engaged with organizing demonstrations, Krishi 
mela, maintenance repair and improvisation of agricultural 
implements.

During the previous financial year (April, 2015 - March, 
2016) the wing has provided the following services to the 
farming community of the Narendrapur and adjacent area.

Sl No. Services Hours
1 Ploughing with power tiller 346
2 Ploughing with tractor 72
3 Transport with tractor trolley 41

D. Agricultural Farm - Trial & Demonstration
Last year more than 700 farmers visited the agricultural farms to have demonstration effect of scientific 

cultivation of different crops, advanced irrigation technologies, scope of diversification, integration of 
different components, operation of advanced farm machineries, effect of organic culture, performance of 
new and recent varieties of crops etc at the farm of the Agricultural Training Centre. The unit also acts 
as platform for effective training, demonstration, trial and source of quality seeds for the farmers. Farm 
planning, management of agricultural farm etc. are also other important lessons to many entrepreneurs/ agri-
business minded persons.

During the reporting period, the farm was very effectively 
used for training for field-based technology dissemination, 
like – Organic Farm culture, Kharif onion cultivation, system 
of rice intensification, drum-seeder rice culture, direct dry 
seeded rice culture, scientific cultivation of different pulses, 
oilseeds, vegetables, operation of power reaper, transplanter, 
conoweeder etc.

Most of the cultivated plots also were acted as 
demonstration plot, specially to maintain for SRI, drum-
seeder, exotic vegetables (Broccoli, celery, zucchini, 
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“He alone is the true teacher who is illumined by the light of true knowledge.” 
 –  Sri Ramkrishna

Brussels sprout, red cabbage, cherry tomato, leek etc. In collaboration with horticulture department, special 
demonstration was done on onion cultivation on variety ‘Agri-found light Red’ and Sukh sagar in one acre. 
On about 2 acres, demonstration is going on ‘organic farming’ in collaboration with School of Agriculture 
and Rural Development of Vivekananda University.

Trial had been conducted on maintenance of Germ plasm of traditional rice varieties like Gobindobhog, 
Badshabhog, Lilabati, Kalonunia and other 12 more varieties. Another trial was done on effect of different 
types of mulch on high value vegetables like broccoli etc. Effect of nutrient management, specially spraying 
of potassium and micronutrient on green gram was also done. All the trial/ experiments were done in 
collaboration with the School of Agriculture and rural development of Vivekananda University.

Quality seed production was conducted in collaboration with the West Bengal State Seed Certification 
Agency, Dept. of Agriculture on Rice Verities, like- IET-4786 (Satabdi), NC-492 (Sabita), akusolla, MTU-
7029 (Swarna), Swarna sub-1, Basmati. In case of Mustard variety: Bhagirathi and B-9.For Potato foundation 
seed : Kufri Joyti, Kufri Chandramukhi and Pokhraj. For Green gram: Samrat. For Boro Paddy : IET-4786.
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E. National Mission on Oilseeds and Oil Palm (NMOOP)
National Mission on Oilseeds and Oil Palm (NMOOP) launched during 2014-15envisages increasing 

production and productivity of oilseeds crops and oil palm through bringing in fallow areas under oilseed 
crops and diversification of area from low yielding cereals. It aims to achieve the required target by addressing 
major constraints to crop productivity through promotion of relevant technological interventions. The 
experience gained during the course of implementation of Integrated Scheme on Oilseeds, Pulses and Maize 
(ISOPOM) has revealed that a sound backup of adaptive/strategic research strategy in emerging areas to bridge 
the yield gap is essential for the Mission to be successful. Moreover, many technological interventions need 
location-specific refinements for ensuring their effectiveness at the grass root level. Besides, a good number 
of innovations made by the farmers/ extension functionaries need scientific validation before their large scale 
promotion. In a few instances, there is lack of resource-relevant technologies for addressing crop productivity 
related constraints. In view of the above, a provision has recently been made under NMOOP for supporting 
scientific research on subjects crucial for attaining goals of the Mission during the 12th Five Year Plan. This 
makes it necessary to develop guidelines detailing procedure for funding and monitoring of projects under 
Mission sponsored adaptive / strategic research component in a systematic way.

Themes/areas of research
 Financial support will be available for adaptive/strategic research in the following areas:
1. Crop improvement including planting materials but excluding basic research.
2. Crop production including cropping systems, inter-cropping etc.
3. Integrated pest management.
4. Water use efficiency.
5. Integrated plant – nutrient management including precision farming.
6. Post harvest management including oil extraction efficiencies.
7. Seed production technology.
8. Farm mechanization.
9. Any other research area for enhancement of oilseed crops production and  productivity.

Nature of research qualifying for support
► Adaptive/strategic research that aims at refinement and value addition to existing  crop production /

resource conservation/post-harvest technologies through famers’  participatory programme.
► Addressing research gaps crucial to accomplishment of objectives of the Mission  in short/medium term 

so that the outcome is available within 2 years for adoption  on large scale.
► Scientific validation of innovative technologies made and used by farmers.
► Anticipated outcome of the project should be practically feasible and  economically viable.

Various components of the scheme
1. Production of quality oilseeds.
2. Conducting Training of Farmers and Officers or Extension Workers.
3. Conducting crop demonstration (DC).
4. Supplying principal nutrients (P).
5. Distribution of pipes for carrying irrigation water.

“All the wealth of the world cannot help one little Indian village if the people are not taught to help 
themselves” 

 – Swami Vivekananda
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6. Distribution of plant protection equipments.
7. Distribution of plant protection chemicals.
8. Distribution of seed bins for proper storage.

The physical achievement of oilseed, under this programme from 2004-05 to 2015-16 is as under.
Oil seeds 

1 Rape & Mustard 2 Groundnut

Year 
Quality seed 

distributed (Kg)
Area covered 

(Hectare)
farmers 
benifited

Quality seed 
distributed (Kg)

Area covered 
(Hectare)

farmers 
benifited

2004-05 2113 282 2107 7485 100 750
2005-06 3000 400 3000 9380 120 900
2006-07 1171 166 1245 7980 106 795
2007-08 869 116 870 5250 70 525
2008-09 935 125 938 14580 194 1455
2009-10 0 0 0 3900 52 375
2010-11 375 50 375 4470 60 450
2011-12 450 60 450 10680 142 1065
2012-13 450 60 450 7290 97 727
2013-14 0 0 0 0 0 0
2014-15 175 25 566 1500 25 358
2015-16 350 25 1875 6400 100 1346

Total 9888 1309 11876 78915 1066 8746

3 Sesame 4 Sunflower

Year 
Quality seed 

distributed (Kg)
Area covered 

(Hectare)
farmers 
benifited

Quality seed 
distributed (Kg)

Area covered 
(Hectare)

farmers 
benifited

2004-05 450 60 450 630 126 1890
2005-06 974 130 974 1075 215 3225
2006-07 371 49 367 500 100 1500
2007-08 272 36 270 564 125 1875
2008-09 664 88 660 0 0 0
2009-10 230 31 230 0 0 0
2010-11 1000 133 1000 1000 200 3000
2011-12 1000 133 1000 1425 285 4275
2012-13 2721 362 2721 1425 285 4275
2013-14 3000 400 3000 2000 400 3000
2014-15 350 50 412 750 150 1423
2015-16 1050 225 2134 1250 250 2083
Total 12082 1697 13218 10619 2136 26546

Men are more valuable than all the wealth of the world 
 – Anonymous
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final Physical Report of NMOOP (2015-16)

Sl. Components
Physical No of Benefited 

farmersTarget (ha) Achievement (ha) 
Oilseed Development Programme

1 Rapeseed & Mustard DC 25 ha 25 ha 1875
2 Groundnut DC  100 ha 100 ha 1346
3 Sunflower DC 100 ha 100 ha 2083
4 Sesame DC 225 ha 225 ha 2134
5 Farmers’ Training 17 nos. 17 nos. 1652
6 Officers’ Training 1 no. 1 no. 35
7 Field Visits, Publication 525 Nos. 525 Nos. 5000
8 Distribution of SSP 1200 ha 1200 ha 3458
9 Seed Storage Bins 800 Nos. 800 Nos. 800

10 Seed Treatment Drums 800 Nos. 800 Nos. 2890
11 Pipes for Carrying Water 75 ha 75 ha 2750
12 P.P. Chemicals 300 ha 300 ha 2641
13. Multi-Expellers 2 Nos. 2 Nos. 2000

Market linkage
 The main hurdle of our farmers is that they fail to get good price from their produce, especially for new 

introduced crops like sunflower & white sesame. In order to solve such problems contact was made with 
various companies and we have been successful to link their produce with the markets and the farmers 
cultivating sunflower & white sesame are getting good price now. We are pioneer in motivating farmers to 
grow white sesame in various blocks of Paschim Medinipur districts such as Abash, Keshpur, Chandrokona-I, 
Chandrokona-II, Dashpur, Sabong, Pingla etc., Purba Medinipur, Bankura, Burdwan and South 24pgs to 
some extents since 2008-09. Now a well established market has been developed and farmers are getting 
more remunerative price from their produce. Similarly sunflower areas are being increased. We organized 
Farmers training in different blocks of West Bengal. The farmers are extracting oil from their produce from 
the Multiple Oil Expellers provided by the NMOOP Scheme to sell in the market. So, the market sale price 
sunflower has been increased 20 per cent or more than earlier. So, the farmers are very much benefited as the 
cost for post harvest operations are reduced.

Farmers’ service centres
 Farm machineries like seed dressing machines, seed storage bins, delivery pipes, plant protection equipments 

etc. are being provided to the farmers. But such supports are not sufficient to cover all the farming community. 
So, in order to serve most of the farmers have developed Farmers’ Service Centres in most of the organizations 
where farm machineries, delivery pipes etc are kept ready and provided to the farmers against a small service 
charge. Such service charges are 40-50 percent less than the local charges. Registers are maintained and 
money is collected through receipt. The fund such collected are divided into three portions. One portion is 

“He alone is the true teacher who is illumined by the light of true knowledge.” 
 –  Sri Ramkrishna
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kept for maintenance of machineries and purchase of extra 
machineries as required, the second portion is given to one 
of the workers who are maintaining the entire system and 
the other portion is kept for development purposes of the 
organizations. In such ways the farmers are being served as 
well as the youth organizations engaged in such purposes 
are being benefited making the NMOOP scheme in a 
sustainable manner. We have extended our activities related 
to implementing NMOOP in eight districts so far (South 24 
parganas, North 24 Parganas, howrah, Purba Medinipur, 
Paschim Medinipur, Burdwan, Bankura, hooghly and 
Purulia) of this state as per strength our network, the youth 
organizations.

Information services
Technical literature cultivation in the form of leaflets was distributed to the farmers to back up demonstration 

and training programmes. 5000 copies of ‘Oilseeds cultivation’ were published in Bengali. Besides these 
following books were distributed to the farmers four CDs were developed on ‘Sunflower”, “Mustard”, 
“Sesame” and ‘Groundnut’ cultivation so as to broaden the information base of the farmers.

Agricultural sustainability
The Training Centre is trying to run the scheme on a sustainable way and with the consideration following 

strategies have been taken:

1) Involvement and motivating farmers as well as involvement of village youth clubs. More than twenty 
cluster organizations and 275 youth organizations are participating in all activities such as selection of 
farmers, selection of demonstration site, organizing the farmers ensuring participation of the farmers in 
training programmes. The progressive farmer-members of the organizations are being trained and they 
are being utilized as muster trainers so that they can assist to motivate the other farmers towards improved 
technology. Efforts are being taken to mobilize the 
farmers in group formation which are serving duel 
role i.e. as leaders in development process and as 
knowledge base for the farmers. Above all, village 
level youth clubs through whom the programmes 
are being implemented are permanent feature of the 
village. hence, Training and skill imparted to the 
village youths will also continue to translate into 
practice leading to the sustainability of the project.

2) Linkage with local panchayet and state agriculture 
department in implementing the scheme.

“The brain and muscles must develop simultaneously.  
Iron nerves withan intelligent brain – and the whole world is at your feet.” 

 – Swami Vivekananda
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3) Coordinating and supervision of various activities of the scheme by the faculty members of the Institution 
on a regular basis.

4) Involvement of Block Agricultural Officers and Krishi Prayukti Sahayak (KPS) in demonstration, 
training programmes and workshop organized at the beginning of crop season.

“One should desire of God desirelessness. Desire is the obstacle to liberation.” 
 – Sri Sarada Devi
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 IV STudy & EVaLuaTION

This Chapter is covering three evaluation / assessment of the programme organized by the institute. These 
are as follows and details are given thereafter.

A. Diploma in Agricultural Extension Services for Input-Dealers 
(DAESI)

B. Package of Agricultural Machinery for Paddy Cultivation (SMAM)
C. Farmers’ Training

A. Impact Evaluation of DAESI Course for Batch 2014-15
In 2014-15 Batch, totally 81 candidates enrolled and one was woman among them. Among those 81 candidate, 

41 enrolled at SAMETI and other 40 in KVK, Nimpith. All the candidates belong to the South 24 Pargans 
district and deposited Rs.10,000/- each for the course. Out of the total batch, 71 were surveyed after 3months 
of completion of their course.

These 71 group by age as mainly divided in three categories. Age 31-40 years (30%), 41-50 years (28%) and 
20-30 years (25%). Above 50 years was only 3% of the total candidates.

By education, majority of candidates spread over class 10+2 pass (33%), class 10 pass (32%) and Graduate 
(25%). The rest 10% were with Master degree.

In terms of duration of business they are doing, majority spread over 6-10 years range (31%), 11-15 years 
(30%) and 1-5 years (25%). A very small portion (3%) are with over 20 years of business.

In an occasion, 71 candidates assembled at SAMETI and a simple questioner with options to give answer in 
multiple form and also in descriptive form, was handed over to them. The candidates were first briefed about 
the questioners and are requested to go through the questioners to understand clearly. After that they were 
given time to think on each of the question and then write options taking time.

Firstly, the mostly occurred and common answers 
for each question were identified and made a tally for 
each option- answer against each question. Finally 
the options against each question are transformed to 
percentage.

The findings shows that for the 2014-15 batch the 
Assistant Director of the block office were the main 
(85%) to mobilize them for this course. The other 
source of information about the course were Dealer 
Association (10%) and 5% by already DAESI passed 
dealers (Graph-1).

All the enrolled candidates in the DAESI course 
said that they came to join the course to gain more 

“The brain and muscles must develop simultaneously.  
Iron nerves withan intelligent brain – and the whole world is at your feet.” 

 – Swami Vivekananda

85%

10% 5%

Block Agril. Office Dealer Associa on
Trained Dealer

Graph 1 : Source of Information about DAESI Course 
(No. in %)
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“One should desire of God desirelessness. Desire is the obstacle to liberation.” 
 – Sri Sarada Devi

knowledge on ‘pest, disease, pesticide and fertilizer’ (Graph-2). About 87 % of them admitted they gained 
more knowledge on those sectors (Graph-3).
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“The Man who works for others, without any selfish motive, really does good to himself.” 
 – Sri Ramakrishna

About 70% of the dealers expressed that previously they provided wrong advise, which they can now 
transformed to right advice. Interestingly 50% of the candidates told that after the DAESI course they are 
in clear understanding that the volume of their business is directly linked with the benefit of the farmers 
(Graph-4). In a different questioner, cent percent said that due to the knowledge of the DAESI course and its 
application, number of customers and therefore quantity of sale is increased (Graph-5).

B. Package of Agricultural Machinery for paddy Cultivation (SMAM)
Six numbers of training programmes (25 no for each ) on Package of Agricultural Machinery for paddy 

Cultivation (U-8) were proposed to be conducted during the financial year 2015-16 at ATC, Narendrapur vide 
Memo No. 1765 dated 19.08.2015 issued by O/O DDA (Admin), South 24 Parganas.

At that time ATC, Narendrapur was conducting 6-month training for 96 Pre-service KPS trainee for which 
the accommodation was blocked and the teachers were highly engaged also. So the trainings were supposed to 
start from the end of November with the following schedule. The training were organized as per the guidelines 
vide memo no 129(6) hQ dated Kolkata, the 7th September, 2015, Department of Agriculture, Govt. of West 
Bengal.

Sr. No Duration District

1 30.11-.4.12.2015 Nadia

2 07.12-11.12.2015 Nadia

3 14.12-18.12.2015 hooghly

4 21.12-25.12.2015 hooghly & S 24 Pgs

5 04.01-.8.01.2016 Burdwan

6 01.02-05.02.2016 Burdwan

Later on additional three numbers of training programs were also diverted from KVK, Narendrapur to ATC 
Narendrapur vide memo no 02/hQ/SMAM/Unspent, Dated. Kolkata, the 6th January, 2016. The schedule was 
as the following.
Sr. No Duration District

7 01.02-05.02.2016 Burdwan & Murshidabad

8 08.02-12.02.2016 Murshidabad & S 24 pgs

9 08.02-12.02.2016 Murshidabad & S 24 pgs

• Covering districts : 5
• No of effective days :  5
• No of theory sessions : 25
• No of practical session : 5
• Local resource person : 2 (ATC – farm machinery) + 1 (Entomology) + 1 (Extension) + 

2 (LSP)
• External resource person  :  KAMCO, ASPEE, KIRLOSKAR, from GOWB
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“You can’t cross the sea merely by standing and staring at the water.” 
 – Rabindranath Tagore

• Materials supplied to the farmers :  Pen, pad, folder, book, tools, group photo
• Monetary assistance to the farmers :  TA ( Rs 500/- ) + Stipend (Rs. 500/- ) for each
• Residing Hostel :  Srikrishna Bhaban
• Fund allotted for each training :  Rs. 1,00,000 (@Rs 4000/- per participant)
• Break up of allotment/participant : Stipend – 500, TA – 500, Boarding + Lodging –1500, Institutional 

charges –1500
• Participants’ category :  Farmer
• Educational qualification of farmers : VII to Graduate and post- graduate
• Male : Female ratio : 100% male participants
• Venue for classes :  Classroom 2.9 (capacity- 45) with computer, Sound system, LCD 

projector and other audio visual aids (White board, WB marker) 
and electrical appliances, Workshop, Field near workshop, ATC 
farm and KB farm (Operation)

 The main topics covered were

1. Introduction, status, need of farm mechanization, different agricultural implements used in West Bengal- 
Brief orientation etc

2. Tillage (primary, secondary, conservation), Primary and secondary tillage implements (Indigenous 
plough, Mould board plough, Disc plough, Disc, Spike tooth, Spring tooth harrow

3. Ploughing and puddling , ladder, cultivator, spade
4. Power tiller and rotavator
5. Land levelling and land development equipments
6. Seed drill, Seed cum fertilizer drill, Zero tillage machine, seed treatment drum
7. Different components of tractor
8. Systems of tractor: cooling, lubricating, fuel, transmission, hydraulic, electric, differential
9. Working principle, components, performance and economics of power reaper

10. Operation and maintenance of power reaper
11. Plant protection equipment : hand , power ,engine, battery, tractor PTO operated
12. Drum seeder, paddy transplanter : Manual and self propelled
13. hitching, maintenance and safety of tractor
14. Working principle, components, performance and economics of a power tiller (Kirloskar)
15. Operation and maintenance of a power tiller (Kirloskar)
16. Government schemes on farm mechanization in West Bengal
17. Techniques of irrigation practices for paddy cultivation for West Bengal
18. Knapsack sprayer, battery operated sprayer
19. Mistblower cum duster, Power sprayer
20. Plant protection : Target place for effective spraying
21. harvesting equipment
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“Finish the few duties you have at hand, and then you will have peace.” 
 – Sri Ramakrishna

22. Threshing equipment
23. Motivation of farmers for use of advanced farm machineries
24. Water lifting devices
25. Wheel hoe, paddy weeder, cono weeder
26. Tools & other agricultural implements : Chain saw, brush cutter, motor, hand pump (Practical)
27. Pumps: Practical Session – I (Practical)
28. Pumps: Practical Session – II (Practical)
29. Operation of tractor : Practical Session – I (Practical)
30. Operation of tractor : Practical Session – II (Practical)

In theory sessions some practical were also shown in addition to the last five practical topics

Assessment

Sr. No Particulars Description

1. Machines Discussed 
about

Laser land leveler, Front end and back hoe dozer, MB plough, disc plough, 
disc harrow, rotavator, spring and spike tooth harrow, ridger plough, seed cum 
fertilizer drill, zero tillage, vegetable transplanter, potato planter, potato digger, 
chaff cutter, maize harvester, reaper binder, power weeder, combine harvester, 
power thresher, mini combine harvestor, groundnut decorticator, jute ribboner

2. Machines shown Tools, cultivator, power tiller, seed drill, ladder, spade, paddy transplanter, 
hand pump, sickles, thresher, coconut climber, MB plough (PT operated), 
trolley, diesel engine, china engine, seed cum fertiliser drill (PT operated), 
power pump
+ All below (Sr. No 3)

3. Machines operated 
(by teacher/ technician)

Seed treatment drum, drum seeder, wheel hoe, paddy weeder, cono weeder, 
nail weeder, dryland weeder, chain saw, brush cutter, plant protection 
equipments, reaper, power tiller (KAMCO & KIRLOSKAR)

4. Machines operated by 
participants

All the above (Sr. No. 3), tractor

Sr. No Particulars Description

1. Knowledge enhanced

Not increased 0%
Increased to a little extent 10%
Increased to a good extent 30%
Increased to a very good extent 60%

2. Knowledge gathered about machine used in 
paddy cultivation

Know very little 0%
Know upto a little extent 9%
Know upto a good extent 34%
Know upto a very good extent 57%
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“All the wealth of the world cannot help one little Indian village if the people are not taught to help 
themselves” 

 – Swami Vivekananda

Sr. No Particulars Description

3 Back to workplace how the training can be 
fruitful

By group formation and custom hiring, New implements 
may be used by self , motivate others, Purchase 
implements if subsidy is there

4 how the training can be more interesting More duration, training at block level, more gender 
friendly equipments

5 Quality of food and lodging Satisfactory

C. Evaluation of Farmers’ Training
The usual practice of Agricultural Training Centre (ATC) and State Agricultural Management & Extension 

Training Institute (SAMETI) to have the views of the participants of Work-shop, Seminar, Training courses 
etc. On the concluding day, each participant is given a structured evaluation format where the participants are 
asked to tick the specific box which is supposed to be appropriate by them.

As regards the Farmers’ training programme, three preferences both in degree of understanding and scope 
for utilizing in future against each session were there in the format. Besides marking the close ended preferred 
option, over all opinion on other aspects of the programmes i.e. board & lodging facility, difficulties faced 
during the programme and finally inclusions to be made for betterment of the programmes were also sought 
from the ex-trainees.

 Duration & Venue of Farmers’ Training
Batch Duration Venue No. of Participants
1st 15-19th February, 2016 Narendrapur ATC, Ramakrishna Mission Ashrama 30
2nd 22-26th February, 2016 -do - 30
3rd 29th February - 4th March, 2016 -do- 30
4th 29th February - 4th March, 2016 -do- 30
5th 4-8th March, 2016 Sargachi, Ramakrishna Mission Ashrama 30
6th 7-11th March, 2016 Nimpith, Krishi Vigyan Kendra 30
7th 7-11th March, 2016 -do- 30
8th 15-19th March, 2016 Sargachi, Ramakrishna Mission Ashrama 30
9th 14-18th March, 2016 Rathindra Krishi Vigyan Kendra, Birbhum 30
10th 14-18th March, 2016 Rathindra Krishi Vigyan Kendra, Birbhum 30

Grand Total 300

It may be relevant to refer here that the contents of the course incorporated all the basis issues related to 
agriculture and its allied sectors. The basic objective was to design the contents in such a manner that all the 
farmers got overall perceptions on the major areas, hence detailed analysis of any particular issue was not 
possible.

As regards findings of the evaluation it was evident that knowledge gained by the farmers being expressed 
by the farmers, majority of them acknowledged that the degree of learning was medium. Next to them, a 
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Men are more valuable than all the wealth of the world 
 – Anonymous

bulk number of farmers thought the training was good and an insignificant number of trainees admitted about 
their poor learning. Besides their recorded responses, verbal discussion with them highlighted that this short 
of exposure was for the first time to majority of them and understanding of all these issues within short span 
of time was quite tough for them to have proper understanding of the issues discussed during the training 
programme. It became clear from their suggestion for inclusion of anything new with this existing course 
coverage.

With regard to board and lodging, an overwhelming participant’s opinion was excellent and a few said that 
it was very good. Apart from these two no adverse remark was conveyed by any participant.

In the context of inclusion of new topic in the training programme the responses showed that the participants 
required in-depth knowledge on certain issues which practically required to organize programme exclusively 
on that issue. Suggestions made by the participants were thus; Bee Keeping, Pisciculture, kitchen Gardening 
and Orchard Development etc.

In nutshell, it may be stated that farmers training programme was able to enthuse the participants to perceive 
overall conception about the agriculture and its allied sectors and field exposure was also felt to be very 
effective to the ex-trainees. They happened to confess that this sort of exposure was almost unknown to them. 
Therefore, objective of organising Farmers’ Training programmes became successful in deed.  
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 V EXpLORaTION & dOCumENTaTION OF 
  SuCCESS STORIES

A. DAESI CASE STORIES : From Input Dealer to Farmer Advisor
1. Ramprasad Naskar 

Raipur, Kulpi, South 24 Parganas, M-9547288472
Though my business is of many years, I had hardly any technical knowledge of pesticide 

and fertilizer. Sri Mohan Manadal, Secretary of Fertiliser Association of our Kulpi block 
advised me for the DAESI course. I had some expectations, but what I received from 
Ramakrishna Mission, that are much much more. Besides crop cultivation, pesticides and 
fertilizers; I feel myself a knowledgeable person on vermicomposting, bio-fertiliser, seed 
treatment, soil testing, mushroom cultivation, drumseeder, SRI etc. When I use to talk all 
these technologies to the farmers, they got interest on me. Naturally they believe me more 
now and that is reflected to my business also.

2. Subhendu Mondal 
Ramlochanpur, Madirbazar, South 24 Parganas, M-9733635633

Earlier we, the input dealers, used to be treated as a mere business personal in the 
locality. After undergoing the DAESI course and implementing the learning, now we are 
also being recognized as responsible friends of the farmers. This has improved our social 
prestige.

3. Zakaria Dhali 
Pather Hat, Joynagar, South 24 Paraganas, M-9830427628

For the last 20 years, I have been working in an agri-input shop. Though my Sir 
(shopowner) believes me and depends on me much, I felt dissatisfied most of the time, 
as I knew that my recommendations to the farmers had no base and those are only on 
guess. Believing me, my Sir gave me Rs.6,000/- for enrolment in this DAESI course. 
Now after finishing of the course, both of us are happy as what I have received from 
Ramakrishna Mission and returning to the farmers, is worth of more than Rs.60,000/-. 
My Sir used to listen from me what I had learnt from DAESI every week after returning 
from the class. One day a farmer , after purchasing vegetables in the market, came to our 
shop and purchased a bottle of pesticide for application in his field. When the farmer put 
the pesticide bottle in his bag, full with vegetables, my Sir scolded him “never put the 
pesticide with food, think of your family members...”.

4. Biplab Mondal 
Kachuberia, Kulpi, South 24 Parganas, M-8348705633

The knowledge of proper pest & disease diagnosis and timely advisory of appropriate 
integrated measures including correct type and dose of pesticides have helped me to win 
the faith of the farmers. This has increased the overall foot fall of farmers in my shop.

“Be the change that you wish to see in the world.” 
 – Mahatma Gandhi
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“Trade increases the wealth and glory of a country; but its real strength and stamina are to be 
looked for among the cultivators of the land.” 

 –1 st Earl of Chatham, William Pitt

5. Pijush Kanti Haldar 
Shyambosur Chak, Kulpi, South 24 Paraganas, M-9233070725

I came to this agri-input business, as I had nothing to do otherwise and I have been 
continuing selling fertilizer and pesticide for the last 10 years. After going through the 
DAESI course, I understood that many of my recommendations in the last 10 years were 
wrong. Few days ago, I heard a farmer to talk to another fellow farmer, “we can take inputs 
without any hesitation from ‘halder Fertilise’. Now Pijushbabu is reading agriculture at 
Ramakrishna Mission. We shall get quality input and good advice from him”. That open 
my eyes and I felt, how education can make a person responsible, particularly, if it is from 
Ramakrishna Mission.

6. Sribindu Sahoo 
Chandipur, Sagar, South 24 Parganas, M-8145805510

Earlier we used to concentrate only on chemical pesticides. But after this Diploma 
course we came to know about the importance of bio-pesticides. Now I am selling 
Trichoderma and Pseudomonas and also encouraging farmers to use them especially in 
betel vine boroz for sustainability of the crop.

7. Malay Pramanik 
Nodakhali, Budgebudge, South 24 Parganas, M-9051876248

Our agri-input business has been through generation. I undersood the ‘profit-loss’ very 
much but often I felt that the continuous profit is directly related to the knowledge about 
the things, I am dealing. I knew that I had very poor knowledge in agriculture. That’s 
why, when KPS babu of Assitant Director of Agriculture office gave me the news, I 
enrolled myself in DAESI course even knowing that I have to sacrifice sale of 52 days in 
that year. I have learnt many things from DAESI and also in an understanding that if we 
want to sustain, we have to think betterment of the farmers of our area always.

8. Kanaklata Das 
Sumotinagar, Sagar, South 24 Parganas, M- 9051037558

I have completed this course by travelling for 8 hours to attend every weekly class from 
Sagar Island to KVK, Nimpith. Yet I found this course very necessary and would like to 
request Input Dealers from every remote corners of this district to undergo this course for 
a holistic gain of knowledge in Agriculture.

9. Sanjib Kumar Pal 
Paksahar, Bhangor, South 24 Paragans, M-9002848108

A certificate of Hyderabad Institute and Ramakrishna Mission along with recognition 
of the State Govt. was the main point of interest for doing the DAESI course initially. 
Otherwise, I have to pay Rs.6,000/- and again I have to go every Thursday hampering my 
input business were the botherations. But gradually I got interest in the subject and felt 
that many times perhaps I did harm to my clients unintentionally due to lack of minimum 
knowledge of different agri-input and agriculture. After completion of this course and 

5

6
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“Agriculture is the noblest of all alchemy; for it turns earth, and even manure, into gold, conferring 
upon its cultivator the additional reward of health.” 

 – Paul Chatfield

seeing response within my clients, I am in a feeling that what I have gained, that is much much greater than 
what amount I had missed due to absence in my shop.

10. Saidul Islam Molla 
Belegachi, Bishnupur, M-9733845528

It was not known to me that there is difference in damage patterns in Insect-Fungy-
Bacteria-Virus etc. I only knew about ‘Rog-poka’ (Disease-insect) as a whole. Even I was 
totally ignorant about the importance of division of Insecticide-Fungicide-Antibiotic etc. 
Now I am in a position to say that doing agri-input business without minimum knowledge 
is very dangerous not only for the farmers and environment but also for our own business 
and our family. Thank you DAESI and Ranakrishna Mission.

11. Alokesh Biswas 
Bodra, Bhangor, South 24 Parganas, M-9733714893

When I started agri-input business, I felt interest about the details of pesticide and plant 
protection and from that eagerness I used to read different books, published by agri-input 
companies. A year ago seeing my interest, KalipadaDas, a fellow dealer informed me about 
DAESI course . The DAESI course has given me number of good and knowledgeable 
friends, with whom I regularly keep contact. On the other side many farmers prefers 
to come to me not only for fertilizer/ pesticide but more for my advice. Meanwhile, I 
motivated some farmers to use bio-fertilisers and bio-pesticides leaving dependency on 
chemical one only. Now at the end of the course, I am satisfied to a great extent.

Transformation of a Dealer to a Scientist
12. Chiranjib Gharami 

Keorakhali, Pathar Pratima, South 24 Parganas, M-9903238508
I did the DAESI course in 2013-14 batch at KVK, Nimpith and that changed my concept 

of business and service to the farmer. During the training I purchased a computer and 
changed my dealing with the dealers. Being a distributer, now I use to meet all my 50 
dealers at least ones in a week and keep all problems and feed back of them along with 
their input requirement. Every day many farmers use to bring their samples to me for 
my advice. I am in regular touch with experts of plant protection. Often I use to send 
photos of damage samples, which are doubtful, to the Plant Protection specialist of KVK, 
Nimpith through WhatsAPP for advice. From KVK expert: “It was the enthusiasm and scientific approach of 
Mr. Chirangib that helped the KVK to find out most effective fungicide against Target Spot of Tomato (caused 
by Corynespora cassicola) at farmers field during 2014-15 Rabi season. He kept a good record of various 
types of fungicides used by different farmers and the feedback of the farmers. he has a computer in his shop 
that he uses for the farmers to see and compare different symptoms. he has also taken part in popularizing use 
of bio-pesticides like Trichoderma viride and Pseudomonas fluorescens especially in betel vine.” 

10

11
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“Anyone who has never made a mistake has never tried anything new.” 
 – Albert Einstein

B. AC-ABC Case Stories
1. Sri Gnanendranath Adak 

Serving farmers with his Tractor
Sri Gnanendranath Adak has born in an agriculturally 

based mediocre family of village Jogisenbar- Barbesi of 
Paschim Medinipur district. After passing hS (Ag.) he 
was unemployed and applied for AC-ABC course. After 
successful completion of two months residential training 
programme he submitted a project on ‘Custom hiring Unit’ 
to Bangiya Gramin Biaksh bank . Bank sanctioned a loan 
of Rs. 12 lakhs for tractor with hydraulic trolley. With full 
co-operation of NABARD, he has received the 36 percent 
subsidy of the project cost. Now he and his elder brother are 
fully engaged in serving for the farmers’ field of the locality 
and able to earn Rs. 20000.00 per month. his future planning 
is to get another tractor, after repaying the bank loan.

2. Ntiyananda Halder 
Established Vermi Entrepreneur

Sri Nityananda halder came from a rural agro based family 
of Galadahara, Canning of South 24 Parganas. After passing 
hS (Voc.-Ag.), he was an unemployed rural youth. Getting 
information, from his school, about the AC-ABC course, 
he got admitted and successfully completed the course. 
After completion, he started the venture on vermicompost 
and submitted a project for Rs. 20.00 lakhs. Reviewing 
the project, bank sanctioned Rs. 20.00 lakhs. Now he is a 
successful vermicompost entrepreneur and serving for the 
famers of the locality. his average earning is Rs. 30000.00 
per month. These two months course has changed his life 
to an establishment. his next planning is to establish a bio-
fertiliser production unit in near future.

3. Netai Ch. Das 
Happy with his Power tiller

Sri Netai Ch. Das of village Achintnagar, Block 
Patharpratima, of South24 Parganas belongs to a very poor 
agricultural family of coastal area. After passing hS (Voc- 
Ag.), he was bit nervous for not having any scope for any 
job or any entrepreneurship. As soon as he get the news AC-
ABC course, he applied and got chance. After completion 
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“Let New India a rise – out of the peasants’ cottage, grasping the plough; out of the huts of the 
fisherman, the cobbler, and the sweeper” 

 – Swami Vivekananda

of the course he submitted a project on Custom hiring (power tiller). In coastal area, particularly, for small 
land holding and narrow roads, power tiller is the most suitable project. Previously bank was not interested 
to sanction any amount of loan to him. But observing his zeal and interest for the project and behaviour with 
bank, loan of Rs,3.00 lakhs was sanctioned to him and he started his project with power tiller. Now he is 
successful entrepreneur in his area and a resource person of bank. On an average his monthly earning is more 
than 20,000.00. his has received 36% subsidy form Govt. of India through NABARD. his next planning is to 
establish mechanized agro-hub in his area and serve for the farmers.

4. Sri SanjoyGorai 
Successful Mushroom Grower

Sri Sanjoy Gorai (extreme right in the picture) is from 
remote village, Nanduyara of Purulia district of West Bengal. 
After passing HS (Voc- Ag.), due to financial crunch, he 
failed to continue his higher education. At this time he heard 
the news two-months residential Govt. of India Programme 
- Agri-Clinic & Agri-Business Centre. he applied and got 
chance after interview. After two months, having successful 
completion of the course he started the venture of Mushroom 
which was highly demanded in his locality. Now he is a 
successful mushroom grower and earning on an average 12-
15 thousands pre months. his next plan is extend this unit 
both vertically and horizontally. 

C. PGDAEM Success

1. Priyadarshi  Sen
Deputy Director & State Nodal Officer, Post-Harvest Management & Cold-chain Development, Directorate 
of horticulture Department of Food Processing Industries & horticulture,
Govt. of West Bengal /Mayukh Bhawan (4th Floor),
Salt Lake City, Kolkata – 700091. priyosen@gmail.com

While I was in the Agricultural Marketing Department, Govt. of West Bengal, I received about the PGDAEM 
course and I enrolled myself in 2012-13 batch. Basically I always quest for update information and when I 
learnt that lot of things in relation to the agricultural marketing are within the PGDAEM course, which created 
interest in me. I feel that the study materials are good and comprehensive with respect to the objective of the 
individual subjects. The AEM-103 course helped me for better in-depth knowledge on Extension and thus in 
practicing it in day to day work for better services. Like that other important subjects support me to manage 
agri-projects of the Govt. in a better way. The better understanding of the ICT module has been pushing me 
forward every day at my present work. After being in horticulture Dept. I have been given responsibility of 
looking after of the ‘Farmer Producers Organisation Scheme’. I again relook in to the study materials and 
I gained confidence and support to deal with that very crucial scheme. The PGDAEM learning how to do 
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“Do not afraid; the Master is behind you, and I am, too, as your Mother” 
 – Sarada Devi

a good comprehensive project work which definitely helps in undertaking new projects at the work place. 
The most crucial thing in my present place is the FPOs are being guided in a much planned manner in their 
vegetable marketing ventures in urban areas. The Knowledge of IT enabled services and their uses is being 
of great help to provide solution to farmers and preparing Weather Based Crop Insurance Terms Sheets.

For betterment of the course my suggestions will be that the contact class durations may be increased, since 
many topics in the curriculum are so vast, that in a day’s duration sometimes it cannot be completed. Field 
Visits may be incorporated in the curriculum for better understanding

2. Dr. Prasanta Chatterjee
SMS, Fishery, RAKVK,Nimpith, South 24 Parganas

I completed PGDAEM course in 2010-11 batch. Being at the KVK under Sriramkrishna Ashram, besides 
the KVK mandates, we had to deliver different kinds of work for the sake of the peoples’ service. One of my 
colleagues, who had already done PGDAEM, suggested me to enroll in the PGDAEM course. Primarily I 
denied, as I thought that I had considerable workload and it would not be justified to further overload myself 
with another course study. But my friend expressed that PGDAEM may solve many of my problems including 
my workload. however without much thinking I applied along with another two of my colleagues. Before the 
contact class, I didn’t go through the study materials at all. Being at the Contact class, I found that the reading 
materials didn’t tell anything extra what I used to do every day. But I noticed that the content of the study 
materials is giving clarification/ reasons behind the work, what I did previously without any thinking. In 
many cases it is showing ways of performing work systematically and ultimately making the tasks simple. I 
got interest in the study materials and found that there is nothing to memorize but to tallying the lessons with 
our daily work, which ultimately strengthened my understanding. In my assigned work of KVK, not only 
myself directly but also the famers, through me, are also being benefitted through this PGDAEM study. I am 
giving some examples: being in Sundarban area, I previously advised the farmers to go for Integrated farming 
system approach, but now I advised the same with more specification like proportions of different enterprises 
on the basis of the resource available with individual farmers. This makes a big difference in operationlising 
my advice by the farmers. Different problem solving approaches and system has also appeared to be very 
useful. The participatory approach module made me more confident for proper application in the field.

Previously I was aware about different tools of project management and naturally about log-frame analysis. 
After this course, I am immensely confident of developing indicators for monitoring of project. As I am in 
the fishery sector, I used to advice the fishermen about different fish culture. But after learning of the supply 
chain management and conceiving the same in the fishery sector of Sundarban, my approaches of advice for 
the fish-famers have been changed.

This course is no doubt is very useful for the Extension functionaries like us but at the same time I have 
some suggestions for betterment of the course. The duration of the contact classes for such heavy course 
is very crucial and this may be extended for better understanding of the participants, at least a day may be 
extended for practical learning of all these modules in a semester.
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“As long as I live, so long do I learn.” 
 – Sri Ramakrishna

3. Binay Kumar Karak, M.V.Sc. (Vet. Med and PH),
Veterinary Officer, Office of Block Animal Health Centre,
 P.O. Seharabazar, Pin 713423, Animal Resource Department, Govt. of West Bengal.

I received message about the PGDAEM Course from the SAMETI, Narendrapur website. I also found that 
some of my dept. colleagues had already done the course and they were expressing some utility. In 2013-14 
batch I enrolled myself. having the reading materials I found interest in some chapter but I was waiting for 
further clarification on different issues. During the Contact Classes many of my clarifications made clear. But 
at the same time I felt that the time of the contact class is very little in comparison to the whole syllabus. I 
found the AEM-104 module for ‘Participatory Approaches in Agricultural Extension’ is very interesting, new 
and innovative. The ‘Market-led Extension’ module in semester-II is also very interesting and opened my eyes 
in many aspects. Still I found that 1-day field visit particularly for learning on Participatory Rural Appraisal 
(PRA) would be very beneficial to the PGDAEM learner. After completion of the course I found that many 
of the learning are very much useful in my official and extension work, e.g, identifying crucial persons in 
the villages for organising awareness camp on Animal husbandry, conducting training, preparing report on 
different schemes/ programmes, making evaluation or even impact studies of schemes etc.
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 VI mETEOROLOgICaL OBSERVaTION & aNaLySIS

Soil, genetic ability and climate are the three main factors for the agricultural production besides other 
factors of contribution.   In any agricultural institution, which is associated with the planning, development and 
evaluation of progress of agriculture; Climate becomes the inevitable subject of studies. In case of association 
with the direct production, like agricultural farms etc., particularly for higher study, research trial etc. different 
parameters of weather become very important.

The Agricultural Training Centre and the State Agricultural Management & Extension Training Institutute 
(SAMETI), as an institute of hRD in the sector of agricultural technology, agricultural extension and 
management, the regular meteorological data is very important for the institute to support and boost the study 
and research.

The institute has a humble unit to record temperature, relative humidity and rainfall through Maximum-
Minimum Thermometer, hygrometer and Rain Gauge. At farm situation, these instruments with regular and 
sincere observation provide valuable data on daily weather. Every day observations and record of all the 
above-mentioned weather parameters are taken at 6.00 am. With the completion of the year, data are compiled, 
analyzed and interpreted with the expertise available.  The strength of this meteorological unit is regularity and 
sincerity rather than sophistication.

In the reporting year/ period (1 April, 2015 to 31 March, 2016) many important aspects of weather are 
noticed.

38°Celsius (°C) was the Maximum Temperature of the year on the date of 15, 22, 23, 24 and 24 of  May, 2015 
and also on 14th of June, 2016 where as the next highest temperature was 42°C and that happened on 20th May, 
2014. As per record of the last seven years in this institute, the highest temperature ranges from 38-42°C  and 
that happened between 11th April to 14th June at Narendrapur. 

Graph-01: Weekly Average Temperature: 2015-16 & last 7 years Average 

“The best way to find yourself is to lose yourself in the service of others.” 
 – Mahatma Gandhi
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“He alone is the true teacher who is illumined by the light of true knowledge.” 
 –  Sri Ramkrishna

With 33.07 °C temperature [∑ (daily Avge. Temp, of the Wk.)/ 7; Max. range], the warmest week  of the 
year was 20-26th May, 2015. Last year such temperature was 35.14°C during 13-19th May, 2014.  (Graph 09, 
Graph 03). In last  seven years at Narendrapur the average weekly temperature of the warmest week ranged 
from 32.36°C  to 35.14°C and the days varied from last week of April to 3rd week of August.  In that sense, 
no major change in degree and dimension of the warmest week was noticed in the reporting period. During 
summer months (April- June) the average daily temperature remained at 30.3°C, which seems to be normal in 
comparison to the same of the last seven years (range: 29°C- 31.36°C) (Graph-02). 

Graph 02: Weekly Avge. Temp. of Summer (Apr-Jun) & Winter (Dec-feb) in °C

During April 2015 to March 2016,   the lowest temperature (minimum) in a day was 9 °C  on 26th January, 
2016. In the previous year, it was 10°C on 20th January, 2015. (Graph 09). Though it was lower than the 
immediate previous year, It was higher than the last five years record, which were in between 7°C to 10°C. 
The usual occurrence of the coldest day happens to be between 2nd - 4th week of January and in that sense, this 
year was in normal condition.

Graph 03: Yearly Avge. Temp. (°C)
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“The brain and muscles must develop simultaneously.  
Iron nerves withan intelligent brain – and the whole world is at your feet.” 

 – Swami Vivekananda

Last year (2014-15), 17 °C was the minimum of weekly average temperature [∑ (daily Avge. Temp, of 
the Wk.)/ 7; Min. range] of the coldest week of the, which occurred during 13-19th January, 2015. This year 
such temperature was 18.14°C during 20-26th January (Graph 09, Graph 02). A little bit increasing trend of 
minimum of weekly average temperature is noticed though the time of occurrence showed no general trend 
with the range : 3rd week of December to 3rd week of February. Increase of temperature in winter  becomes 
clear when we compare the average temperature of the whole winter period (December- February) of the last 
seven years and the increase is from 18.3°C  in 2009-10 to about 22°C in 2015-16 (Graph-02).  

The yearly average temperature [∑ (daily Avge. Temp of the Yr.) of the /365] of this year was 23.34°C, 
which  was contrastingly lower than the last seven years, which ranged from 26.49°C  to 27.4°C.    For both the 
average temperature of last seven years and specific of the current reporting year, the trend of Narendrapur is 
opposite to the rest, where the annual average is showing a decreasing trend of temperature ( since 2009-10 to 
2015-16 are 27.08°C, 26.99°C, 26.89°C, 26.88°C, 26.49°C, 27.4°C and 24.34°C  respectively) (Graph 03).

Graph 04: Weekly Avge. Related Humidity: 2015-16 and  Average of last 7 years 

 Graph 05: Annual Avge RH%: 2015-16
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“One should desire of God desirelessness. Desire is the obstacle to liberation.” 
 – Sri Sarada Devi

The lowest weekly average of the relative humidity was 61% during 49th week (17-23th March, 2016). Last 
year 57.93 % was the lowest relative humidity (Rh) as weekly average, which occurred during 22-18th April, 
2014. In last seven years at Narendrapur, the lowest RH ranged from 56% to 61%  showing no significant 
change in trend. In contrast to the other past years, Rh was high almost thought the year, except three weeks 
of January and last two weeks of March, while Rh went below 70%. The humidity range through out the year 
is more or less with same trend of the average of last seven years. [∑ (daily Avge. RH)/365] (Graph 04, Graph 
05, Graph 09).  This year the Annual Total Rainfall was conspicuously high amounting 4035 mm contrasting 
to last year total rainfall of 2374 mm and an Average Total rain fall of last five years giving 2951 mm (Graph 
06, Graph 07, Graph 09).

Graph 06: Weekly Total Rainfall: 2015-16 and last 7 years 

Maximum rain fall occurred during the reporting period on 10th July, 2015 and the amount was 335 mm. The 
other significantly higher rainfall day were 20th July (256mm), 23rd September (224mm) and 25th February 
(198 mm). The February rainfall was in contrast to the general trend.  Though, otherwise the trend was normal, 
the peak of the rainfall came 4 times instead of generally one or two times. (Graph 06, Graph 09).

Graph 07: Annual Rainfall (in mm): 2015-16
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“The Man who works for others, without any selfish motive, really does good to himself.” 
 – Sri Ramakrishna

The week of 08-14th July, 2015 was the maximum rainfall week  with 541 mm. Basically the July month had 
more than 50% (53%) of the total Annual rainfall in the reporting year. Last year 4-11th August with a total 
weekly rainfall of 382mm, 4-11th August, 2015 was the highest rainfall week. As per last six years record the 
week with maximum rainfall generally falls between 1st week of August and 1st week of September. In that 
sense this year was deviation from normal trend (Graph 09).

The onset of monsoon happened on 12th June, 2015. Last year it was on11th June, 2014. In last six years the 
onset of monsoon happened in between 7th June -22nd June.

Graph 08: No. of Dry Week: 2015-16

The reporting period (2015-16) consisted of 26 dry weeks. Last year it was of 27 weeks. The average dry 
weeks in last six years was 25 weeks. In that sense, the reported year was normal in terms of dry spell. This 
year the dry spell started form 3rd week of  October, 2015 and continued up to last week of March, 2016 with 
a good spell of shower in last week of February, 2016 in between (Graph 08, Graph 09).

Graph 09: Trend of different weather parameters in last 6 years
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“You can’t cross the sea merely by standing and staring at the water.” 
 – Rabindranath Tagore
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Graph 10: Max. Temp. over a span of 43 days during Summer, 2015
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 VIII puBLICaTIONS

Publications are the indirect speaker of an 
organisation. By going through the publication, 
anyone can easily get an idea about the institute. 
It self describes the activities of the institute, like 
a spokesmen. Similarly the website of the institute 
is the only document of the institute which can 
be browsed by any one throughout the world. 
The Institute has a regularly updated website: 
www.sametiwb.org of about 20 pages, displaying 
the programmes and activities of the institute 
along with other related information. Updated 
information, programme images, activity schedules 
are uploaded in the website on regular basis. Yearly 
tentative training programmes workshop-seminar, 
programme performed in the last year, important coming programmes etc. are displayed in the website. 
Important announcement and information like ATMA recruitment of different districts, schedule of PGDAEM 

semester examinations etc. are displayed in the website 
notice board in home page. Since 2006-07 annual 
progress report of the institute is available in the website 
in pdf form. The provision for on-line form fill up for 
the Agri-clinic and Agri-Business Centre (AC-ABC) has 
been developed in the home page of the website. Various 
notices of the institute, Govt. Departments related to 
agricultural reforms are being displayed in the website for 
interest of the people. Regular feed backs, information; 
suggestions are coming through website contact address. 
Every year about 50000 people have clicked the website 
for various information.

The ‘News Letter’ of the institute is published regularly 
on quarterly basis. It is of four pages colour publication. 
The newsletter contains the news covering the major 
programmes performed by the institute, news pegs, 
coming programmes, about SAMETI West Bengal etc. 
The soft copies of all the newsletters are also displayed 
in the institute website in pdf form. The design of the 
newsletter has been changed five times science inception. 
Since January, 2010 to March, 2016 the newsletter has 
published in 5 volumes & 25 numbers

“Finish the few duties you have at hand, and then you will have peace.” 
 – Sri Ramakrishna
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The institute has published its’ renowned Annual 
Report (Reflection) after every final financial year - from 
April – to March. This Annual Report reflects the overall 
activities of the institute through the year. It mainly 
consists of performance of the institute, capacity building 
programme in that financial year, special extension courses, 
agricultural extension service, evaluation of any study 
done, exploration & documentation of success stories, 
meteorological observation & analysis, publications, list 
of resource persons etc. Last year, during celebration of 
the Golden jubilee of the institute, the annual report was 
released under the auspicious presence of Sri Purnendu 

Bose, hon’ble Minister In Charge of Agriculture, Govt. of West Bengal Sri Manturam Pakhira, hon’ble 
Minister of State of Sundarban Development, Govt of West Bengal, Sri Pradip Mazumdar, Advisor to the 
Chief Minister on Agriculture, Govt. of West Bengal and Swami Sarvagananda, Secretary of the Ramakrishna 
Mission Ashrama, Narendrapur.

The pdf copies of all the annual reports of the institute are available in the website: www.sametiwb.org.

During this financial year 2015-16, the publication published so far is given of are given below:

Sl. No. Type of publication Name of the Publication About the publication (Language)

1 Brochure - reprint Diploma in Agricultural Extension 
Services for Input Dealers (DAESI)

Information related to the course 
including admission form.(Eng.)

2 Brochure - reprint Post Graduate Diploma in Agricultural 
Extension & Management (PGDAEM)

Information related to the course 
including admission form.(Eng.)

3 Annual Report Reflection Annual report of the institute for the 
period April 2014 - March 2015 (Eng.)

4 News Letter SAMETI Quarterly News letter News letter based on quarterly activities 
of the institute (Eng.)

5 Brochure with application form AC-ABC About AC-ABC Scheme ( Beng)
6 Brochure with application form DAESI About DAESI Programme
7 Book Jaiba Gram Prakalpa About Organic Farming (Beng.)

“All the wealth of the world cannot help one little Indian village if the people are not taught to help 
themselves” 

 – Swami Vivekananda
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 IX RESOuRCE pERSONS OF ThE INSTITuTE

The resource persons, the human resources, are the most important assets of the institute. Along with 
national and international exposures and education, all the members have continuous deep rooted relation and 
intervention with the rural life and its development.
A. Internal Resource Persons

Men are more valuable than all the wealth of the world 
 – Anonymous

Name, Mobile No. & E-mail id  Designation
Educational 
Qualifications 

field of 
Specialization 

Dr. Manas Ghosh  
M: 9433390828  
E-mail: sametiwbrkm@gmail.com

Principal, 
ATC & 
Director, 
SAMETI

Ph. D. in 
Agricultural 
Entomology, 
PGDAEM

Plant Protection, IPM,  
Rural Development 

Dr. Satinath Das  
M: 9831064880 
E-mail:satinathard@gmail.com

Senior 
Lecturer & 
Faculty

B.V. Sc, 
PGDAEM  Dairy Management

Sri Amiya Kumar Raj 
M: 9748524121 
E-mail: amiyakumarraj.59@gmail.com

Senior 
Lecturer & 
Faculty

M. Sc (Ag.)  in 
Agricultural 
Extension

Leadership, 
Motivation, 
Information 
Management 

Sri Dilip Maity 
M: 9674214752 
E-mail: dilipmaityatc@gmail.com

Senior 
Lecturer & 
Faculty

M.Sc.  in 
Agronomy

Farm Management, 
Seed Technology 
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“Be the change that you wish to see in the world.” 
 – Mahatma Gandhi

Name, Mobile No. & E-mail id  Designation
Educational 
Qualifications 

field of 
Specialization 

Dr. Sk. Musiar Ali 
M: 9038269444 
E-mail: musiarali@gmail.com

Senior 
Lecturer  & 
Faculty

Ph. D., M. 
Sc (Ag.)  in 
Agricultural 
Extension 

Extension 
Management, ICT in 
Agriculture

Dr. Kamalakanta Hajra 
M: 9433887830 
E-mail: drkkhajra@gmail.com

Senior 
Lecturer & 
Faculty

Ph. D. in Plant 
Pathology

Plant Protection, 
IPM, Mushroom 
Cultivation 

Dr. Sourendranath Das 
M: 9830636511 
E-mail: sourenks@gmail.com

Senior 
Lecturer & 
Faculty

Ph.D. in  
Agricultural 
Entomology, 
PGDAEM

Bio-Pesticides, IPM, 
Organic Farming  

Sri Soumyesh Mondal 
M:9732985150 
E-mail: soumyesh@rediffmail.com

Chief 
Instructor & 
Faculty

M. Tech. 
Agricultural 
Engineering, 
PGDAEM

Farm Mechanisation, 
Irrigation Engineering  

Sri Subhas Adak 
M: 9732520361 
E-mail: subhas.adak@rediff.com

Senior 
Lecturer & 
Faculty

M.Sc.  in Soil 
Science Soil Science
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Name, Mobile No. & E-mail id  Designation
Educational 
Qualifications 

field of 
Specialization 

Sri Subhrasil Basu 
M:9432356923 
E-mail: sbasu3010@gmail.com

Instructor & 
Faculty

M. Sc. in  
Sociology

Social Welfare, 
Mainstreaming 
Gender 

Dr. Md. Moyeed Hussain 
M: 9830550204 
E-mail: drmdmoyeedhussain@yahoo.
com

Instructor & 
Faculty MBBS health & hygiene

Sri Debabrata Giri 
M: 9143044313 
E-mail: giriatc@gmail.com

Instructor & 
Faculty

M.Sc. in 
Economics 
with Rural  
Dev. , 
PGDAEM, 
B.Ed.

Rural Development,  
Project Management  

Md. Rabiul Haque 
M: 9831114782 
E-mail:hoque.robiul60@gmail.com

Krishi 
Prajukti 
Sahayak 

Vermi composting 

“The brain and muscles must develop simultaneously.  
Iron nerves withan intelligent brain – and the whole world is at your feet.” 

 – Swami Vivekananda
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B. External Resource Persons
Sl. No. Name Status Qualification etc. 
1. Sri Prasanta Dasgupta  Former Senior Lecturer, Agricultural 

Training Centre, Narendrapur
M.Sc. in  Botany- 

horticulture
2. Dr. Ashutosh Das Former Senior Lecturer, Agricultural 

Training Centre, Narendrapur
Ph.D., M. Sc (Ag.), 

PGDAEM
3. Dr. Dibyendu Sen Former Director of Extension & Education, 

BCKV, the State Agricultural University 
Ph.D in Agril. Extension 

4. Dr. Debabrata Dasgupta Former Vice Chancellor, BCKV, the State 
Agricultural University 

Ph.D in Agril. Extension 

5. Dr. Debabrata Basu Professor, Agricultural Extension, BCKV Ph.D in Agril. Extension
6. Dr. Sankar Acharya Professor, Agricultural Extension, BCKV Ph.D in Agril. Extension
7. Dr. Rupak Goswami Asst. Professor, Integrated Rural 

Development & Management Faculty Centre 
Ph.D. in Agril. Extension 

8. Dr. Nasim Ali Asst. Professor, Integrated Rural 
Development & Management Faculty Centre 

Ph.D. in Genetics and Plant 
Breeding 

9. Dr. A. K. Pani Professor, Army Management Institute, 
Kolkata

Ph. D in Agricultural 
Marketing 

10. Dr. Gopal Mishra Ex. Deputy Director, Dept. of Agril. 
Extension, BCKV  

Ph.D 

11. Dr. Paromita Dhar  Faculty & Corporate Trainer, The Strategy 
Academy 

Ph.D

12. Dr. R.B. Mallick head of the Dept. Agronomy, Ballygunj 
Science College, Calcutta University 

Ph.D

13. Dr. B.K.Mahapatra Central Institute of Fisheries Institution  Ph.D
14. Dr. Vivek Roychowdhury Professor of Indian Institute of Foreign 

Trade 
Ph.D

15. Dr. N.C.Sahoo Programme Co-ordinator,  Sashya 
Shamalaya, KVK  

Ph.D

16. Dr. Avijit Ghosal SMS, Sashya Shamalaya, KVK  Ph. D
17. Dr. Sarbaswarup Ghosh SMS, Sashya Shamalaya, KVK  M Sc. in Animal husbandry 
18. Dr. Swagat Ghosh SMS, Sashya Shamalaya, KVK  Ph.D
19. Dr. P.K.Ghosh Retd. Scientist, ICAR Ph.D
20. Dr. Prashanta chatterjee SMS, Sriramkrishna Ashram Nimpith, KVK  Ph.D
21. Mr. Kalyan Maity Pvt. Entrepreneur, Agro India Agri-Clinic Agri-preneur 
22. Sri Sambhu Nath Banu Entrepreneur, Progressive Enterprise 

(vermicompost) 
Graduate 

“He alone is the true teacher who is illumined by the light of true knowledge.” 
 –  Sri Ramkrishna




